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HOLLAND CITY-A8 IT IH AND AS IT WILL BE.
Houaku CiTV Ih H trade l enter In the mldst of a thrifty farming community. It In a bin* place,
Mining many natural and acquired advantage*, buay manufactorlca and an unrivaled retail
«>. The retail buaineas oocupica taandaoDe modern bulldliiKa and Ik carried on by HterllnK,
'•‘h huHlneaa men. A quarry of the ilneat bulldltig atone la in active operation Juat nutaide of
lltJ A I’5*0* l,ie Kdlaon electric light la uaed. It haa a llrat claaa water vvorka ayatem, lire
icpartmtut, fair Kmunda, and the tineat graded 'traeta of any city in the State. It haa elegant
NO. 12.
The KlHtcr.Thin week there wa« a rumor to the j Church Note*,
effect that the iKwt office would lx* re- J’,u; JWhrttd Christiau Ref. church 'n.nt ........... .
iriiri^rrirrthe Boone building next to the First t0 ^v* ̂  ^'yngaarden of Oostburg,
Wiri.
Ucv. P. Konten of the Third Holland
Christ laii^Ref. church at Muskegon has
State Hank. Upon investigation the
rumor proved to have no foundation
and the building will no doubt bo occuif*1, muuuun, nnu tuv iiiivbi grnueu airceta oi any city in tue state, it haa legant1 mu mi uvium. w w u- • « u n-n ui ^ usKc‘gou
liurohea ̂ f kll denominationa, Hope college, high schools, libraries, etc., commenaurate to ita j pied in about ten days by I. F. Clapp of I declined the call to Fremont. Mich.
At Immense railway freight, express and imsaengertralUc Is transacted. It haa steamboat Alh.ium u>lm u.nt ..t ........ . H»v Van H,.,. n,...u ,.r ... ..... »’ i ̂ *•'*••*'0*1 m iai/aai*vrf iinuinvv VV IIS  J**vw««« c*i/v/uv 1^11 UU^O l#> 1 . 1* , \ 'ittIMI I/IAfift a. i pa s  atUc  a n u Allegan, who will ru  an oxeluahv mi-
S Wtoriea are many with heavy capital invested, machinery, wagons, flouring mills, ! of Htal,le und groceries will be
tanneries, planing mllla, banket factories, farming implementa, stave and heading, i carried and as the proprietor is an ex*W tub factories and many others, with more projected and being pushed. Macatawa Paric, nerienced business man we doubt not
I )1»«* lleMli, Stall)- side and Harrington'.  ....... ........ U>.lln,.t,ummer turu In cl., i , h ' k . r f ” !
tHte as the hundreds of thouaands who have visited them can teatify. They a re five or six miles; . Ut ,,e un establishment of
fftom the city and are reached by rail or by a delightful ride on one of the lake steamers. The ' <‘**.v <'‘un well Ixiast. The
* M-iritof push and progress prevudesall departments of trade. Holland |M)ssesHes the reputation I name of the firm will lx* Botsford &Co.
of being the best of markets, and real estate is In great demand. As it Is, It is a busy city of fi.000 ________





M. (i. M ANTING, Editor and Publisher.
Prof. A. J. Marks lectured on Orien- j City yesterday.
Breyman visited the Valley
I y ’Wbu i Kvery Friday, at Holland Michigan.V. ,‘«bM l
A-
Word lias been received of the seri-
’us illness of Mrs. Henry Te Roller of
cattle, Wash.
Dr. B. J. De Vries has moved his
•ntal office over the First State bank,
posite the City hotel.
The regular April meeting of the
o ncil of Hope college will lx held at
, the usual place on Wednesday, April
27, at 10:30 a. m.
tal subjects in the college chapel last
night.
Rev. J. Dyke of Sodus, N. y., will
preach again in Hope church next Sun-
f \ * bserlptlon, •1.60 per year, or li per day morning and evening,
year if paid in advance. ‘
* .ertlsing Kates made known on Application. H ls reported that Kate Mokma.
f -is,, l 1 . ..... .. .. i — j daughter of Derk Mokma of Laketown
CITY ITEMS 1 died suddenly yesterday afternoon.
Rev. A. Roese of Grand Haven will
preach in the German Lutheran church
this evening (Friday) at 7:30. All are
invited.
There will be Easter services next
Sunday morning and evening, April J
in Grace church. Pasish meeting at
7:30 p. m., Monday. April 18th.
The C. & W. M. railway company
have added considerable new rolling
stock to their equipment. This week
We had the pleasure last Wednesday ! T* b6?*' 8iX ?,heeI e,lgineB
of picking a fine bunch of epigea | ̂ |^re aDd We ''^erstand more
A petition is being circulated to raise
funds for the purpose of buying the
f
repens, commonly called trailing arbu-
tus. Beautiful May (month) will soon
be here
1 Writer C.Wdd, expects to put up I gl'°“d .need“d,!“; ‘ of the4 houses ut once. €anLte™ ̂‘“'T huimuK of the West Mk-h.
Lvho wish to figure on the jobs can see !* “™tUre " h™ eumpletod this
; Iilriis o! the buildings at Walshs drug ! "" be» 8Plendld »<W"™ tothe Indus-
* iStOK
Nations will be out about about
irst of next week.
the
Ae Holland City Martial band will ̂  «f ‘he foicoat meat ever offer-
iveanotiier of their pleasant dancing ! c .ha e ',n . u <,ai1 ,e ia(t at the
parties on Saturday evening next. llt : ““*t of Kurte Bros, to-morrow. To-
I the rink. They are also making ar- , ?“,• !* 0f- ̂  'lw' J,nd
: rangements for a May party. * '“f °f lbs; H J™
* , , • A , want an extra choice steak or roast lx*
On Tuesday evening. April doth, the ; Bure and not miss thiB oplx)rtullH
Oddfellows of this city will celebrate , *
,, mn j • r at • it Our new fourth ward alderman
the 73rd anniversary of their order by XT: t i , . umuimdu.
, „ . r , , ; | Nicholas bchmit, entertained a number
a ball at Lyceum opera house. Invi-
j of his friends last Tuesday evening at
, his residence on Ninth street. Refresh-, f rvii : ments were served, after which, John
) A few days ago Henry Boeve of Fill- 1 B< Higken and js Aiien made a few
-ftauro had a new plow stolen from his appropriate remarks and all departed
barn on the place formerly owned hy : lvtehlnghlni ̂ the tumducssofan al-
George Dure, four miles south east of derman's lot.
ithe city. Mr. Boeve offers a reward „„ r, , .
L the return of the plow. Boa^ »f ̂ l«>'i11te„dents of the
| ..... . , , , Western Theological Seminary will
! Ihe resolutions drawn by the D. of j meet in reguiar session Tuesday, April
R., No. 2T, I. 0. O. I'., in memory of ojth, at 10 a. m., in the Theological leo-
brother A.S. Ted man, were englossed and I tu,.e Tho Bnnua| exalninati„ns
framed and sent to the bereaved family I wU1 1)t. held a,ld al, amsmn. buBine88
in honor of the good and noble work ! transacted on that and the following
brother A. S. Tedman 1ms done for the j day More the council assembles.
! H. .1. Kamphuis. living alxut two-
On next 1 uesday evening, April 19th, ; and-a-half miles north of the citv, while
at <:30, Rev. N\ m. 1 illey of Reed City driving home from the city last Tues-
ivill lecture on -The Life and Work of j day evenin{p ha(] a nina He was
^ev. Spurgeon.” Spurgeon was a per- j thlwn fl.om the wagon and
6onal acquaintance of his. A collection : qUite severe interne! injuries. Dr J
will be taken for the benefit of the lee- 1 W, vanden Berg of North Holland wasturer* j called in. The patient is doing as well
For the convenience of those who are ; as can be expected,
nut acquainted with the now tax law, Mm,.led by tha liev fi. Broene on
we wish to state that Supervisor G. \ Wednesday, Apri, 6th. at the home of
Van Schelven will lx in his office every
Wednesday and Friday evening be-
the bride’s parents at Drenthe, Clara
J. Hunderman to Gerrit J. Rooks, son
I tween 7 and 8 o'clock, during this 1 0j j0iln Rooks, of Kaat HollandT They
1 :"«»«>. t0 an>' irite'mation desired | wjn ,nukc. theil. homo at Gl.and ̂  ld"
i t*1 l'0f’ra, (' law. | where the groom has been houkkeepei
Don't forget the magnificent street | for the firm of A. B. Knowlson&Co.
parade of Sutton's Uncle Tom’s Cabin
^ troupe next Monday at 11:45 a. m. The
.troupe consists of 32 artists, 2 topsies,
| 2 Marks, 2 educated donkeys, 4 Cuban
I bloodhounds and 4 Shetland ponies.
They have special scenery and the press
speaks very favorably of them. Popu-
lar admission prices, 25. 35 and 50 cents.
Reserved seats on sale at Breyman ‘s.
for the past three years. The Times
extends congratulations to the worthy
young couple.
Last Monday evening a city Sabbath
association was formed here. Rev.
Francis Ware, state* agent of the Amer-
ican Sabbath Union of Grand Rapids,
was present and directed the meeting.
A constitution and by-laws weren 
Last Tuesday while Harm Strembler adopted and the meeting was adjourned
was working in the sawmill of Gerrit until next Monday evening when ofli-
Moeke, at Borculo, ho fell against a saw | oers will be elected. The object of the
jflnd his left arm was slashed into rib- association is to work against the dese-
' bons. The arm was immediately ban- ; oration of the Sabbath. That this
Aged as best as possible ''id he was
taken to Zeeland where Drs. Huizinga
md O. Baert amputated the arm be-
tween the elbow and shoulder. Though
mstaining a great loss of blood the man
/•allied and is doing as well as can lx
xpected.
While in Zeeland this week we- went
ih rough the greenhouses of Slahlx-
Jcoorn Brothers. To say that we were
delighted is putting it mildly. Beau-
tiful exotics, cacti, aquatics and foliage
Hants blend together in one magnifi-
cent mass of bloom and loaf. The
modest daisy grows alongside of the
beautiful azaleas and the pretty but
common pitcher plant by the side of
the superb Zanzibar blue water lily.
movement should receive the hearty
support and good will of the community
need not lx said. The incessant re-
ports of the fowling piece which can lx
heard every Sabbath tells only to plain-
ly how the day is spent by many.
Rians have been accepted for the new
bank building on the Howard corner,
cor. Eighth and River streets, it will
be a three-story, Waverly stone front,
other walls trimmed with stone, and
have a tower on the corner in which a
city clock will lx placed. The size of
the building will be 44x70. On the cor-
ner the bank will be fixated and on the
north side will be a store. The build-
ing will be built as is usually done with
banks in larger cities, about thirty in
That the Slabbekoorns are at home ' dies above the sidewalk. This will give
amongst the flowers can lx seen by the them a splendid basement. Directly on
v».V the plants are taken care of. Any- the corner a line granite column will be
me visiting the greenhouses cannot placed. When finished it will lx one
ail to note the reasonable prices at of the handsomest. if not ///< handsomest
hich plants and cut Mowers are sold, building in the city.
Charles O’Dell of Rent water is/' "
city looking up his many friend's.
Rev. Dr. Beardslee went to Grand
Rapids yesterday.
John H. Kleinheksel of Fillmore was
in Freemont this week.
Gerrit J. Kronemeyer of Fillmore
was in the city on business yesterday.
Dr. J. W. Van den Berg of North
Holland was in the city on professional
business yesterday.
Gerrit M. Stegenga of North Hol-
land. who has been very ill. is conval-
escing.
Mrs. H. G. Wilmot of Muskegon lias
been visiting Mrs. Win. Swift.
C. E. Basset of Allegan called on his
friends here last week.
J. Van Dyk, Jr., of Chicago visited
his parents here last week and left for
Colorado last Tuesday where he will
make his future home.
Will Higgins is home for vacation
from Ann Arbor.
Mrs. James Brouwer is very sick.
Joseph Edwards of Agnew was in
town last Tuesday.
Miss Johanna De Wolf, at present
staying with Rev. and Mrs. J. Riemers-
ma at Zeeland, will soon return to her
home at Rochester, N. Y.
‘ J. C. Post was at the county seat last
Monday.
Hon. G. J. Diekcma went to Detroit
Wednesday.
Mrs. Slooter and daughter Kate took
in the Valley City Wednesday.
Mrs. Geo. Hopkins is visiting friends
at Grand Rapids this week.
C. L. King went to Zeeland Tuesday
on business and while there took in the
Standard Breeding stables of Caton &
De Kruif.
Mrs. J. E. Benjamin visited the Val-
ley City Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Hopkins were
in Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Mrs. P. C. Conley visited Grand Rap-
ids Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Bush of Grand
Rapids are visiting Dr. andMrs. Mabbs.
W. H. Burton went to Grand Rapids
Tuesday.
J. C. Post took a business trip to
Grand Rapids Wednesday.
Jacob Van der Veen of Grand Rapids
formerly of this city, who has been dan-
gerously ill, is reported as being slight-
ly improved.
C. Braam, typo, of Grand Rapids,
called at our office last Wednesday. He
is working on the dailies in that city.
Dr. and Mrs. O'Baert of Zeeland
called on friends in the city Wednes-
day.
D. J. Workman of Ann Arbor is
spending vacation in this city.
Dr. and Mrs. Fortuin of Overisel
were in the city Wednesday.
Mrs. C. Nyland of Grand Haven is
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Van Putten, .Sr..
Prof. G. J. Kollen returned from the
east this week.
Rev. Dr. ('has. Scott was in Grand
Rapids this week.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. .1. Bedell last
Wednesday— a boy.
G. J. Diekema. P. H. McBride. Dr.
O. E. Yates, J. (,'. Post, and G. Van
Schelven attended the funeral of Judge
Dan J. Arnold at Allegan last Sunday
afternoon.
Representative Geo. F. Richardson of
Hudson vi lie called at our office last
j Monday. ____
Democratic Township Cuocuk,
The Democrats of Holland township
will meet in the town hall tomorrow.
Saturday, April J(i, for the purpose of
electing delegates to the county con-




The Democrats of Fillmore township,
Allegan county, will meet in caucus
next Monday evening. April 18th, at
half past seven at the store of L. Kal-
kema, for the purpose of electing nine
delegates to the county convention to
be held ut Allegan next Tuesday. April
19. Democrat* lx sure and turn out
and send a full delegation.
Rev. Van der Beck of Paterson. N.J..
bus accepted the second call ext *nd*d
to him by the English Christian Ref.
church of Lag rave st.. Grand Rapids.
Around the Docks.
The first arrival of the season was the
schooner Alice Rove.* of Edmora last
I* riday. She came in from Pentwater
with shingles.
The first departure wuk the schooner
Alert of Holland. Frank Haven master.
She clearmM!~;lt last Tuesday for Man-
alter lumber.
The schooner Rambler, ‘•French Hur-
ry” master, of Holland, and the May
Cornell of Manistee will also clear soon.
The schooner it. Kanters, Frank Van
Ry captain, is being overhauled for the
season and will dear in a few days.
Work on the large wharf at the
basket factory of C. L. King & Co. is
progressing as fast as possible.
The steamer Kalamazoo will proba-
bly go on the route between here and
Chicago about the first of next month.
The steamer Lizzie Walsh has been
thoroughly overhauled and ‘•Mart” is
ready for business.
A visit to the millinery store of Mi/
M. Bertsch is indeed worth the trout
and time spent. A complete stock
new goods has just been received *
that it has *= x*n selected with care
taste is ut one * observable. The ifi
ers in the eases look as natural as
natural ones, roses, lilacs, tulips,
delicate mignonette and a score of otli
varieties is indeed a sight to behol
Then come trimmings to match. veii%
ings in all colors and all the latest
styles, ribbons of every imaginable
shade, delicate crepe Duchine. so beau-
tiful and light that it sets one wonder-
ing how it could ever lx made, and la-
ces of every quality andr Ascription.
The latest styles in trim/ J spring and
lance as the “kicker”, has made his up-
jxaranc * this spring, like the robin and
the woodchuck, in point of season, yet
very unlike either In the matter of
minding his own business— mainly be-
cause he has no business or would be
unable to mind it if he had. The kick-
er lives in everybody's town. He kicked
when he was b)rn and will kick
throughout his whole terrestrial exist-
ence. He cannot help it. We do not
blame^him. We only criticise those
who imK t, heed him or give sympa-
thetic ear to his complaints. There are
many varieties of kiekers-the social
kicker, who dix*s not find society con-
structed according to his ideal, and who
could not describe his ideal if he would:,
the every-day kicker, who hates all
kinds of weather: the dyspeptic kicker,
who sees a blue streak in every ray of
sunlight: the political kicker who clam-
ors for “reform” and “change” for no
good reason and a score of others- but
you all know them.
Thu commercial and industrial kicker
is. perhaps, second to none in real
downright lack of common appreciation
and gratitude. If a man with brains
and capital comes and invests his mon-
ey in your town and makes it grow and
flourish, forthwitli the kicker objects.
Ili-tor** Mini Alt«T Tnklng.
Now tl»t election's over rv* more the fearful
clasp*
Of offlrmekm crush our haiMte withio rheir
v Ire- like grasp*;
Their winuitiK smiles we see no wire, the
buttonholing'* done.
We find ourselves forgot Jen slur* the race*
have h*en run.
Preceding flic election d*? whene'er we
chem-ed to tuert
\ would-be other bolder In the liasjr, t-rowded
street
He would greet us with a sarmy mmIIs so very-
warm nral lilan-1
Twbk hnpOMible pass bira rllf he firmly
shook our bund.
To prohlbltiwiiaBshe'd howl of liquor* awful
eurae,
For others hewould buy thedrlnka with whieh
to quence their thirst.
He'd ask them bi a subtle way to U*4p him all
he could
Vfld though tloty'c! rote the other way they
promised liijir they would.
lint all of this i* different shut* the hot cata-
palgn is o'er.
The hearty eanwnt greeting he extend* to na-
no more;
And voters whom lieom-e-doncried acre** the
street with ease
Me now meets face to face anti yet their p-res
ence seldom **es
This singular nhenomeuorr would seemingly
denote
A man Is more corapicuou* when currying a
vote
Hut the ofllcehoMcr who'd retain Use solid
votes of men
should recollect he'll likely soon U- asking
votes again. »
millinery establish m/^t can be secured
here at reasonable prices. Even thougl
The- new-comer U .poodily chapter- j * ^ b>'
•ted a, a -dictator." He want* to -run 1 ̂  ^ ^
lings.” He in going to swindle some- ' Z “y 6 ‘ “ *ifo'
ody right before his eyes in broad day- " ,,rl®la,“ “
ght. If a number of intelligent, ener- "Launching of the ship"..., ......
etic, ‘brainy men get together and put similar (W ................
n their own money and theil* own time 1 Nusi,'
in a project, which in leas than a year j Ho«-
makes } our town a fourth larger in pop* : Music,
ulation, a fourth greater in assessed “The Burial March *f Dundee". .
valuation and ten times as widy]y ! ""'ben the World itoats Through
•nown. forthwith these public men are
nouuced by the kicker as dishonest
landsharks, who want to control the _____ _____ ___ v_ ..... ..
city for their own selfish Ixnefit. Sup- ! the readings of Miss George:
pose these mpn lose a few thousand dol- ! “Miss George's elocutionary enter-
lurseach f< the common benefit, you tainment was greeted by a full bouse
eouldntd: e that fact into the oust- j and those who expected to hear some-
iron corn/ Jhension of the kicker wj.th 1 thjijg fine, were w>t disappointed.”—








Hereneders'' .. ......... ....... Samantha Allen
Wild ZlngereUa'’ .......................... Anon
Read what the public thinks about
you do not intend to buy go and look
over the stock, Mrs. Bertsch will con-




The Sutton/* Monster Double Uncle
Tom's Cabin (Company will present this
ever fresh pfi.y at the Opera house next
Monday evening. It is one of the best
companies on the road and no doubt
will draw a good house.
Read what the press says about it.
A crowded house, greeted Sutton’s
“Uncle Tom's Cabin” Company last
night in spite of the snow. An * excel-
lent performance was given without a
drag or wait throughout, the interval
between acts being filled u» with sever-
al very meritorious specialties, among
which Little* Aland's dancing is especi-
ally commendable. The drama itself is
rendered interesting by the careful and
studied acting of Harry Singleton as
“Uncle Tom.” who is the best we have
seen at the People's. The Marks are
good, and between them and the two mis-
chievous Topics, the humor of the piece
sails pleasantly along.— (Daily Call,
Lincoln, Neb.
Much the largest house of the season
gathered at the Academy last night to
witness Sutton's Uncle Tom;s Cabin.
The audienae thoroughly enjoyed the
entertainment. The little child that
filled in between acts with songs and
dances was probably the most finished
performer in the company. The ease
with which she performs difficult move-
ments and tin’ excellent time observed
is little short of marvelous in one so
young. The dogs are excellent speci-
mens and ixrformed their part well.
They were deserving of an encore.—
[Sioux City. fa.. Journal.
amts out of their deal, and at the same
time make every other man's property
and business more valuable and salear
ble. That's nothing in the estimation
of the kicker, if you build a long row
of factories within sight of his house
and call to his attention a long line of
strange men vith dinner pails going to
and fro morning, noon and night, the
kicker will kick about it and insinuate
mean things about you and say you are I in the near future,
trying to kill the town with debt and | ter.”
plaster the poor man's cottage all over ! Miss Bessie George gave one of her
The elocutionary entertainment by
Miss Bessie George last week was a
success, she being greeted by a very
large audience, and whieh throughout
appreciated her ,»ainstaking rendering
of several varieties of selections. The
audience was so pleased that she was
obliged to answer a recall sew f-il times.
We but voice the sentiment u!> when
we hope that she will favor us with an-
other of her high class entertainments
Rockford Regis-
NOTICE.
I wish to call the attention to the
fact that a f**y. days ago a new plow was
stolen from my barn on the place form
erly owned by George Dure, on the bee-
line road, four miles southeast of Hol-
land. 1 had two plows there and the
party or parties were careful to select
the best one. if anyone finds a plow
on bis farm or has one in Jiis possession
which does not rightfully belong to him.
I kindly ask that man to return it to the
barn or leavfl it at my residence and re-
ceive a reward for it.
Hknky Bokvk, Fillmore.
Llsi of letter* advertiseri for the week emliug
April 7, 'Wat the Holland. Mich., pnatoflii-e. Mr.
Hansford t haft'e/, Mr. .Jaoub KltMitwyk, Mr. U.
Mannes, Mr. (Jwrjre Stuart
tj. J. VANlMm.v, p. m.—
The best place to buy harnesses, sad-
dles. etc., isiri Vaupell's harness shop.
All kinds of metal work done at the
best rates at the Central Denial Far-
lots.
Try the home made chocolates ut ('
Hlom, .li V.
A splendid tot of horse blankets for
sale at a bargain at 11. Vaupell's har-
ness shop, j
For an all hand sewed harm s.- at bot-
tom price, go to H. Vaupell's harness
shop.
with taxation! It isn't the poor man
who owns the cottage who kicks, or the
working man who is too poor to own a
cottage and is thankful for these in-
creased opportunities for employment.
Bless your goodness no! The kicker
doesn't work, be simply kicks, he writes
articles so full of untruth, or sophistry,
or venom, or personalities or shameless
attacks on public spirited men that on-
ly publishers of obscure newspapers
will print them— newspapers perhaps
struggling to lx known or recognized
and satisfied in lieu of celebrity to ac-
cept notoriety. Holland has kickers,
but thank fortune they are in a minori-
ty. They are necessary evils in a com-
munity. Like a fever they occasionally
have their “run,” but like disease they
teach us the value of health and the'
way to keep it. Like any other disa-
greeable thing in life they serve their
purpose and in Holland that purpose
ought to be manifest in a steady uphold-
ing of the men who are building up our
town, of the men who are making of
this one-time village a flourishing city,
and of the men who are trying to purify
this city of undesirable haunts and un-
principled citizens. Let the kicker
kick his kick— Holland is bound to grow.
I(«*v. Dr. DiiiikuiiIiim Agiiln.
An attempt is being made to secure
Dr. Gunsaulus again for the latter part
of this month. He created quite a fu-
rore here recently mid people are* not
sat isfied until they hear him again. His
lecture will be on a new subject, possi-
bly, “Columbus and his Times."
Zeeland is “in for it" in “big shape”
as is evidenced by the fact that Wm. De
Free will hold himself responsible for 40
tickets alone. 1 1 is beyond d isputo t hat
that enterprising little village has some
appreciative and wide-awake young
people.
Messrs. Arthur Van Duren and Wm.
Dehn are canvassing the town for this
purpose. If successful, date will be
given later.
Kxi-uraloii lUtra.
For the following excursions the Chi-
cago & West Michigan and Detroit.
Lansing and Northern Railways will
sell tickets at one and one-third fare
for the round trip: Republican State
Convention. Detroit. April 13 and 14.
return 15. G. A. R. Encampment,
Arm Arbor, April 18. 19 and 20. return
22. Dcmixrut ic State Convention, Mus-
| kegon, May 3 and 4, return 5th
readings at our church last evening,
and to say* that the audience was
pleased would be putting it mildly.
She carried her audience by storm, and
if she was to give another reading here
we would need a larger building foi-
the audience.— Rev. E. H. Day.
General admission. 25 cents: children
under twelve years. 15 cents: seats on
sale at Breyman's.
Householder.— The reason why
you should use Gypsine and not Kalso"
mine upon the walls or ceilings of your
home are briefly as follows:
All kalsomines are made of whiting
and glue, and all whiting and glue mix-
tures dry up and shrink upon a wall.
The whiting powders, the glue de-
cays, an the result is a crack here, a
scale there and a Crumbling, falling wall
or ceiling which rubs off or falls- off at
every jay or touch.
Gypsine will neither rub off or fait
off, but grows liner and liner with age.
and may be rerouted indefinately with-
out removing the under coats, or iu
any manner soiling carpets or furniture
and you are not driven out of the house
while the work is going on.
In the large cities all wall coatings
not permanent are rigidly excluded, as
the latter costs no more that the kulso-
mincs which have been univevsaJy voted
not merely a failure Iwt a positive nui-
sance— almost as had as wall paper.
Cottonseed meal and linseed cake,
dried grains, malt sprouts, corn and
bran in small quantities will supple-
ment large quantities of straw, hay.
cornfodder and ensilage in the winter
feeding of sheep. Buy whatever of
this sort you can purchase to the Ixst
advantage in your special location, and
the sheep will make good returns to it.
While sheep like to browse on young
weeds, shrubs and briars, they can not
thrive on them alone. In order to be
in the most thrifty condition they
should have clean food, clear water and
plenty of salt where they can help them-
selves. If all those who have made
money with sheep were to give tho
reasons for their success, they would
unhesitatingly say that the chief factor
was the care they gave their stock.
The mechanical effect and value of
clover ujK)n the soil is hardly less than
its direct fertilizing value. It loosens
the soil by penetrating it and when it
decays it leaves the soil iu fine mechan-
ical condition, so that the roots of the
following 01*01) can penetrate it. While
it is largely the custom of our farmers
to following clover with corn, it is an
equally good preparation for almost,
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AGRICULTURAL.
In overy fruit growing district when*
any one fruit is made u s|x cialty, or
produoxl largely beyond a oaptwily of
the home market, an association of pro-
ducers for shipping and marketing the
crop will often lx* found a bene tit. Such
an association can seek out a wider
market than the individual could, and
avoid conflicting shipments and the
overcrowding of single points. On
Tatawba Island. Lake Krie, where
peaches and grapes are largely grown,
there is an exchange where exjxrrts
receive and grade the fruit a** it comes
in, and pay the growers a certain price
for the day— based upon the general in-
dications of the market. The fruit is
then assorted and shipis d in packages
of uniform size and quality. When the
returns are received the charges for
the work are paid, and any profit re-
maining over this and the advance pay-
ments goes to the growers. Such a
method of co-operation is capable of
large extension, even to establishing
men in important cities solely to han-
dle the products of such an association.
The chances of poor sales and poorer
returns could be largely eliminated by
such means, and the business of fruit
growing put on a more sure and safe
foundations. It is because the grower,
single handed, is so largely at the mar-
ry of the transportation companies and
commission dealers that many fail to
find the satisfaction and profit in the
business that they had expected.
Owr-Fecding of Hogs.
Some farmers seem to think that a
hog can not be overfed, and that the
feeding principle with this stock con-
sists merely in getting all the food pos-
sible into them as rapidly as it can lie
done, and that no especial care need lx*
exercised in regard to the amount
placed because if they do not eat it all
at the time they will return later and
finish. It is true that the hog is not a
dainty feeder, and is not easily thrown
off his feed, hut so much can be fed
tfcctr as to interfere with perfect diges-
fTifS it-'!-.* !. -.1 (loiut is reached it
begins to interfere with the profit.
Too scant feeding will bring the same
result— a loss of profits on the food con-
sumed. To feed profitably you must
feed regularly, and only so much at
each time as they will eat up clean and
with avidity. Aside from the loss of
overfeeding, .any grain remaining will
be tramped and made foul. This does
not make good food, nor produce as
good results as good, clean grain.
There should always' lx a tight floor
upon which to feed, whether in the pen
or the fir td. , Waste cannot be pre-
vented otherwise.
\Viu n to s«*Jl a Home.
We see v. great deal of nonsense writ-
ten about the proper time to sell a
horse. The proper time is just that
time when the indications that you
have had the largest obtainable profit
upon the time and money (expended in
growing him, or when you can place
the money that you would receive for
him where it will do you more good.
The point or age at which lie will rep-
resent the largest profit can only be
determined by each one according to
his individual conditions. Some, by
reason of lack of time 01* facilities for
handling, find that it pays them best to
sell the colts while they are young, and
let some one else take the risk and
trouble— and have the profit— of raising
them. Others can grow the colt to
maturity, handling and training it un-
til they can turn out a finished and val-
uable animal. The latter course is the
more profitable if both the man and
environment are adapted to the work;
but. as we have said in the foregoing,
each must determine this for himself.
There is no absolute rule for his guid-
ance. _
Skim Milk IbrCoivH.
It is not necessary to keep pigs or
chickens in order to utilize the skim
milk from the dairy, unless we desire
to keep sueli stock on its own ac-
count. Recent experiments at the New
Hampshire Station seem to show that
skim milk fed to a cow will produce as
many pounds of butter fat as it will of
pork fat if fed to a pig. If this is true
there is vastly more profit in feeding it
to the cow, as much more as the value
of a pound of butter is in excess of the
value of a pound of pork. As we have
before cautioned our readers, it will not
always do to trust implicitly to the re-
sults of p single experiment, but this is
certainly a matter of such importance
as to warrant further investigation. If
a gallon of skim milk is worth one and
- one-half cents for feeding swine, then
it would lx worth seven and one-half
cents to the cow, a difference so great
that we should understand it and avail
ourselvep of it. _
JDmrfitR of Urouml Food.
Stock feeders are beginning to realize
pretty generally that feed must be
ground in order to get the full benefit
from It. There is, of course, a question
as to whether the added benefit is sufii-
cient to compensate for the cost of
grinding, and for this each man should
experiment carefully for himself. An-
other question, too, in connection with
grinding corn is whether the cob has
any value. Whether it has any feed
ing value or not. there is no doubt but
that it aids digestion. Corn in itself
in so heavy that it is apt to cause indi
gcstioD. The cobs, being coarse, force
the animal to rechew its f<sid. and thus
insures better digestion. In regard to
its actual feeding value an eminent au-
thority has stated that the composition
of the cob is similar to corn stalk, a'-**
the relative large per cent of the solu-
ble constituents places corn cobs equal
in point of nutritive value to potatoes
and many of our grains.
llolstrln-FlwlJUM*
The Holstein- Kresians are rapidly
gaining in the public estimation us
dairy and general purpose animals, and
there are some reasons for if Uy ju-
dicious management the wonderful
milk records of individual cows of 1J0.
1 12 and J 10, and even J22 pounds in a
single day are rcjxrted. Some of our
breeders, not being satisfied with milk
alone, turned their attention to devel-
oping this breed for butter. The mar-
velous results attained have surprised
the breeders themselves, and today the
Holstein-Fresian cow has not an equal
fur butter, cheese or milk. For beef, if
fed to lx placed in the market at two
years old. they are equal, if not sujxr*
lor, to any of the beef breeds, and they
do not need a wet nurse to raise their
young. __
CliUiiK** ol Food (or Hors***.
Give the horse a change of food occa-
sionally. Especially do not keep them
on an exclusive corn diet when you
get at the heavy spring work; and
while the horses are young make it
your constant effort to teach them to
walk as fast as possible. There is no
way in which you can more increase
their capacity for work, or make them
earn more money: and give them com-
fortable feeding at night, instead of
compelling them to lie on a hard, bare
floor after a hard day’s work. The
merciful farmer is merciful to his
horses, even if lie is not so to any other
of his animals; but it is more* than
probable that the man who is kind and
considerate to one is so to all.
Tin* Science of Feeding.
The science of feeding is better un-
derstood than it was five years ago. but
there is still room for considerable im-
provement. Te.n head of young cattle,
well fed and kept comfortable, will
bring a better return than twenty left
to shift for themselves. However, it
should be remembered that if the fat-
tening steer is induced to eat generous-
ly of his ration by means of eondi-
Jnental preparations, indigestion will
ensue, and the very end sought— per-
fect fattening— will be frustrated In-
disposition of the steer to avoid feed.
He will then lose from ten days to a
month in regaining the condition he
acquired at the time he became indis-
posed. _
I Value of Scrub Stock.
The -best test of the comparative
value of scrub stock as against the im-
proved breeds is that which is given by
the market reports. There is often a
difference of more than fifty per cent
in the selling prices, and yet the
breeder of scrubs will excuse himself
by saying that the scrubs are hardy
and less expensive to feed and cure for.
There is not much that can be said to
such a man, and his folly is so great
that it hardly merits argument. It is
generally the excuse of a shiftless man
and brings it own reward— in small re-
turns and poor profits.
J'rofltB In Karly LambK.
If our readers are not convinced tljat
there is good profit in raising early
lambs, we advise them to watch the
city markets the coming spring. It
will afford them a good object lesson.
The market is seldom supplied with all
the good lambs it will take, at any time
from the 1st of February until the 1st
of May, and sometimes during this
period the scarcity causes phenomenal
prices. Eastern sheep men who are
giving attention to this branch of the
business are generally in favor of using
good grade Merino ewes with a well-
bred mutton ram.
less funeral procession of slaughtered
birds, many of whom are like dear
friends to me. From Infancy 1 have
lived among them, have watched lie m
with the most profound reverence and
love, res|x*cted their rights, adored
their beauty u’-d their song, and J could
no more injure a bird than I could hurt
u child. No woman would if site knew
it. The family of most birds is a lesson
to men and women. But how few jxo-
pie have bad the privilege of watching
that sweet life, of knowing how pre-
cious and sacred it is. how the little
beings guard their nests with almost
human wisdom, and cherish their
young with faithful, careful, self-sacri-
ficing love. If women only knew these
things. 1h. *re Is notone in the length
and breadth of the land. I am happy to
believe, who would lx cruel enough to
encourage this massacre of' the inno-
cents by wearing any precious rifled
plume of theirs upon her person.
Will not the women of America lead
the way as merciful women, and take
vigorous stops toward putting an end to
this on. rage against our Mother Na-
ture? Once let refined and cultivated
women see tin* matter in its true light,
refuse to wear feathers, and refuse to
allow their children to wear them, the
evil in this city at least, would soon dis-
appear. And it would lx* a beginning—
let the fim* women lead the way. the
rest will soon follow: the servant will
not wear what the lady refuses to coun-
tenance. for. curiously enough, fashion
is as much respected by the Ignorant as
by the cultured.
How slight u sacrifice is this for us:
how great a gain in the cause of hu-
manity! At once, this day, this hour
let us. in the name of love and pity, be-
gin to try to save the birds.— Celia
Thaxter. ________
THE CROW AS A PET-
A Mbu-liievouH Klrd That Can Be Taught
to Talk Better Than a Farrot.
Crows make very amusipg pets for
anyone who can put up with their in-
nate spirit of deviltry, and Ixsides that
they can lx taught to talk more dis-
tinctly than most parrots. It is a com-
mon idea among the country people
that they will not talk unless their
tongues are cut at a certain tender age.
Be that as it may, I have heard crows
talk excellently tha^ never had their
tongues cut. and some whose tongues
are cut never will talk at all. 1 always
take my chances without cutting, and
out of nearly a dozen that I have owned
only two proved void of a bump of lan-
guage.
To lx sure of having a good affection-
ate crow, take him from the nest as
soon after hatching as you can find him.
If it is the first of the brood hutched,
all the better. How are you to tell
that? Why, if you find o£e baby crow
and four eggs in the nest^oes not that
settle the question be\,fnd dispute?
Name him as soon as y&a get home.
It is a good plan to have a family con-
sultation on this subject, for a rechristr
ening is fatal to the proper education
of your callow charge. Always call
him by name when you feed him. He
will learn his name before he knows
what feathers are. and respond to it
whenever he hears it uttered. Feed
until half-fledged, on meal and water
—regular “chicken dough”— and if any
chicken sicknesses’’ consult the
‘chicken doctor.” In other words, the
jHjople, and show an unaccountable ani-
mosity toward others. He will attend
you part way whenever you leave home
and. if your hours of returning arc reg-
ular. will probably meet you at the
same s|Mit and welcome you exuberant-
ly. Every time he fails to do so look
for him at once: he will either lx* in
wane utterly entrancing hit of mischief
or else dead.— Nature’s Realm.
Tliy Will, not Mill**, l»«* Boil**.
HV KMMA J. rtTKIiWia.
wiii'ii tin* sun of life Is nblalnK
O'er our |iatbway clear ami brfKbt,
No cloud on the dear horizon
liver conics to dim our night,
When tile f uture, bright and Joyous,
Opem Hlti* a flower before us.
And we feel that peace bah come.
Then we pray. Thy w 111 be done.
From above, our loving Father
Seen the attitude of prayer,
Hears the words which we have uttered.
Know a the spirit la not there.
Child, thou kuowest not the meaning
Of the words which thou hast spoken,
From thy lips alone they come.
Thy heart said not, Thy will be done.
All that heart could wish was given thee,
Naught of sorrow, pain or care
Kver touched thy life, to harm thee:
Life to thee lias been most fair.
Hut this is not well for thee,
And the suffering soon must come,
That shall teach thee how to say
From thy heart, Thy will he done.
We have prayed that Thou, O Father,
Would our wandering footsteps guide,
and our hearts seemed more than willing
lly Thy answer to abide.
We prayed Thee, longing for the anwer.
Which, in mercy, did not come,
And. though it was through love, denied us.
Our hearts said not, Thy will be done.
Why, 0 why, can we not truot Him
When the clouds are hanging low,
.lust the same as when the sunshine
Sets our hearts with love aglow r
God Is ever watching o'er us,
K'eu when disappointments come.
And he longs to hear us whisper
Just the same, Thy will be done.
Teach us, Father, now and ever,
To be subject to Thy will:
Though our prayers appear unanswered.
Father, we will trust Thee still.
And we feel, through patient waiting,
That the good we sought will come.
Teach us then to say, and gladly,






Greatest Discovery Known for the
cure or
HOO CUOLEBA, and
PIN W0KM8 IN HOBSES.
HUMDItFDH OF THEM*
fknwsu, Ind.. Oct. ij. «89°*
Mr. C. G. StekeU* Your Hog Cholera Cure, ol
which I led two boaes 10 a ruling colt, brought hua.
dredtof mb worm* and am.Uer red one* bom her.
r r
«!
hTKKKTKE, Grand Haplda, Mich.











John Moss, a Grand Marais man, too
poor to buy a horse and too lazy to haul
his own firewood, has trained a hog te
harness and with the porker hitched to
a toboggan Has drawn all the wood used
by his family this winter.
A Saranac live-year-old gravely in-
formed a lady visitor that his mamma
had gone to a Christian and devil meet-
ing, and the lady thought and thought
nearly all the way home before she
finally figured out that her friend was
attending a meeting of the Christian
Endeavor Society.
If there were no birds man could not
live on the earth, and birds are de-
creasing in tins country rapidly.
The Ixst gallery in Holland is Hop-
kins’. The finest “ Excelsior” finished
photographs, cabinets and imperials.
Childrens photos a speciality. The
Ixst work at popular prices. Studio
opposite First State Bank. Eighth
Street. ____
It will pay you to buy your overcoats
shawls and other winter goods, even
though you do not need them this win-
ter, because you can get them at whole-
sale prices at Notier & Schure.
Did you know that those fine robes
and blankets are selling for such a low
price at H. Vaupell’s harness shop.
Eighth St., Holland.
HORSES
Should have their feet
well cared for.
We have for years made
HORSESHOEING
A SPECIALTY
And the owners of trotters in
ths vicinity can testify to our
work.
Special attention also given to




H. MEYER & SON
Kivtit St., IIoluko, Mich.
Prices the Lowest!
Satisfaction Guaanteed!
I Terms to Suit Purchasers!
r+'MgrttK‘‘ •
oldIpianos.ori organs^taken
_  "*N* EXCAANGE.'w
STusi'cal goods of all kinds
toPMu)” ALL TUB 1IE6T MAKES OF c;
M'n'P’*'




We have a large stock of Fancy ^
Rockers on hand which will bej
sold at lowest prices. They are
all of the latest styles— Solid Oak
frames, spring seats, and polish
finish. They range in price from
about S2.50 to S20. This will be
the only chance this season to se-
cure such bargains on Rockers. '
We carry the largest and best





vuxub-vu uw. uv, ..... ... .... Now that spring Is almost here, we
young crow must lx raised on about the suppose you want a new hat. To meet
. 1 • 1 _ . lull
The Budge of Cruelty.
Is it not possible to persuade the
women of America to take a decided
stand in the matter of the slaughter of
birds, and protect them by refusing to
wear them? We are fostering a griev-
ous wrong out of pure though tlessnes.
A bit of ribbon or a bunch of flowers,
or any of the endless variety of materi-
als used by the milliner, would answer
every purpose of decoration without in-
volving the sacrifice of bright and
beautiful lives. But women do not
know what they are doing when they
buy and wear birds and feathers, or
they never would do it. How should
people brought up in cities know any-
thing of the sacred lives of birds? What
woman, whoso head is bristling with
their feathers, knows, for instance, the
hymn of the song sparrows, the sweet
jargon of the black birds, the fairy
fluting of the oriole, the lonely, lovely
wooing call of the sandpiper, the cheer-
ful challenge of the chickadee, the
wild, clear whistle of the curlew, the
twittering of the swallow as they go
careening in wide curves through sum-
mer air, filling earth and heaven with
tones of pure gladness, each bird a mar-
vel of grace, beauty and joy? God gave
us these exquisite creatures for delight
and solace, and we suffer them to be
slain by thousands for our “ "lornjicnt.”
When . uke note of the headgear of
my sex, a kind of despair overwhelms
me. I go mourning at heart in an end-
same diet as a young chicken. Feed
plenty and feed often. A crow's nest is
the Ixst thing to keep him in during
his infantile days. If you havent one
make a substitute. As he grows in
strength and is able to travel about a
little he needs more variety in his food,
hut be careful lie does not swallaw any-
thing that is very salt. Dump a hand-
ful of gravel down his mouth occasion-
ally, and give him minnows and frogs
once in a while. Swallowing his first
live frog seems to give a young crow a
most agreeable new sensation. Do not
lx in any hurry about-making him
bathe. He will wash himself whenever
it is necessary, and if taken and plunged
into cold water while the pinfeathers
are full of blood, it may cause him to lit-
terally “catch his death o’ cold.” As
soon as he is well on the wing his lan-
guage lessons should begin. Shut him
up in a darkened room when well fed,
and begin bv whisjxring the word or
phrase you wish him to learn. If ho
seems to listen, repeat it a little louder,
and continue until be either grows rest-
less or goes to sleep. It will lx but a
few moments: Repeat tye same lesson
and nothing else every time you visit
him or pass within hearing for a week
or ten days, and if your crow don’t talk
in that time ho probably never will.
Generally they will Ixgin to practice
to themselves the first or second day of
their imprisonment, but. once a word or
phrase is learned, others will quickly
follow. If really talented, you can
make your crow appear to answer any
question. For instance, call his name
gently and add “what” In a loud em-
phatic tone. Soon, when his name is
called, *he will respond “what” with
just the same emphasis and inflection
that he heard you give. Then, again,
if you say “it's dinner lime” whenever
you feed him, some day he will walk
into the house hungry and gravely an-
nounce: “It's dinner time.”
As he grows in years and knowledge
your crow will develop*.* a variety of
thievish and amusing tricks too numer-
ous to mention. He will (cultivate the
most friendly acquaintance with some
this emergency we have laid in an ex-
vra lot of the finest goods in the market.
The “King” and “Garden City” hats
are the latest styles and all warranted.
Bosnian Brothers.
All operations known to the dental
profession performed with care by skill-
ful operators at the Central Dental
Parlors.
For the convenience of ray many pa-
trons of the west end of the city, I have
established an agency at Henderson’s
clothing store. G. J. A. Pessink, pro- '
prietor Holland City Laundry.
Finest cabinet photographs of Rev. I
J. T. Bergen for sale at Hopkins' Gal- '
lery.
Blankets can be bought for about!
half of what they are worth at H. Vau- [
pell’s harness shop, Eighth St.. Holland.
The finest imperial and cabinet |
photos at popular prices. Childrens’
photos a speciality. Life size portraits
in oil, crayon and water colors at Hoj)-
kins’ Eighth Street Studio, Holland,
Mich.
Did you want a hat? Step in at Bos-
nian Brothers and see the fine lot of
“Garden City" and “King” hate which
they have just received. They are the
latest styles, colors black and brown,
and every hat warranted.
Stave bolts wanted at the old Fixter
factory. Enquire of Notier & Ver
Schure, Eighth St., Holland.
For the latest stylos in Spring Jack-
ets for Ladies and Misses at popular
prices call at the milLnery store of
Mits. M. Bebtsch
For a little monev you can buy a large
amount of goods for the next 80 days
at Notier & Ver Schure.
The finest “Excelsior” finished cab-
inets, former price, $4 per dozen, now
only $3 at Hopkins’ Eighth Street Stu
dio, Hollond.
Best equipped dental parlors in this
part of the state. All work done satis
factorily at lowest prices. Gillespie &
Leraley.
All winter goods cheaper than ever
before for the next JO days at Notier
& Ver Schure
The finest lot of hats in the city can
lx found at Bosnian Brothers just now.
The “Garden City” and the „King”
hats are considered the latest and are
all the go. Either black or brown can
be hud and every hat warranted.
RIVER STREET
In
G. BLOM, SR., Prop’r.
BOTTLED BEER
At the following prices:
Quarts, per doz. $1.00
Pints, “ “ .50
EXPORT
Quarts, per doz. $1.00
Free delivery inside city limits.
First door north of Rosebud Sample
Rooms, River Street, Holland. Mich.
WANTED!
STAVE BOLTS!
We want all the good stave bolts
that you can bring us, delivered
at the old Fixter factory. Elm
bolts preferred. Inquire of
RUN DOWN
To Nothing~as far as
profit is concerned.
Holiday orders were too largif




Ladies’ Solid Gold and Filled Case
WATCHES.
ALL SIZES AND GRAPHS.
Most Acurate. Durable, and Elegantly Chased
G. A. STEVENSON









On all Periodicals. Ixave your orders
for any publication in the United States
or Canada, at the Port-office, Holland
C. DE KEYZEK.
HATS AND CAPSl
All sizes and prices.
NOTIER & VER SCHURE IN 0 VE R C 0 AT$I ^1
Eighth Street, Hollond, Mich. I ™
We can give you a bargain.
We are in for a long spell of wintd
yet, and one of our overcoats will





I want to cull your attention Hu.' de-
licious fruit which we arc* welling.
Apples from our Own State!
Oranges trom Sunny Florida!
Pears from Golden California!
Tin « wc* have the nutrition* Banana*.
\ Lemon*, for your pie*,
* Cranberries for your sauce.
Sweet y ota toe*. Pigs, Bute*. Fresh
i Canned Good*, etc.




(Jakes, Hit**, Candles, Nut*. Cigars,
or Oysters, then dll at the
, I JOHN PESSINK,
Eiglith Street. Holland. Mich.
1 hereby offer for sale one of
the best locations for mercantile
business in the city of Holland.
A two-story brick store with
dwelling attached in the rear, lo-
cated on Eighth street, two doors
west of Breyman & Son's brick
block.
Purchaser may also at the same
time obtain a full stock of gro-
ceries, with a well established
trade, which business is now car-
ried on in said premises.
The whole can be bought rea-
sonably and upon easy terms.
For full particulars inquire of
the owner and occupant.
HEIN VAN DER HAAR.
HoUuiul. March Vi, Wt.
HANGING A HEAVY DOOR.
Two Useful Devlim for Mrek**e|M*r* K»»lljr |
J nearly every beekeeper ha* a certain kind -
I which he prefers above all others. It Boonuoas Produrtlou of “Cheap »ud





Kiuutii Strkkt. HOLLAND MICH.
\
We have a finer line




We handle the C^M.
Henderson & Go’s
Men's $3 Calf Shoe.
The sale of this shoe is
tre,. -‘ndous. which is
a guarantee of its
quality.
can
A fluu for an OuUldtt Door That Will 1 tj,e
Not Beadlly diet Out of Order. together, or wide
Prairie Farmer illustrate* a device for fnwnefi w j, \ c i,
liaoging a heavy door which is described kool) lh(J ^tjon,,
by a correspondent who lias tested it. | jj}ce an(1 c]ean
as follows: “To make and iiang ® very simple su*
door ten feet square, for instance to a 1>er gj10WU j„ the
corn crib alley, take a 4 by 4-inch f.rgt cut an<i one A SIMI.LR super.
oug pine scantling for the butt of the any fanner who keeps bees <
door and a ‘1 by 4 piece for the other j jg described by Ohio Farmer, as
end. Make about two feet of the upper » ̂  at8() the frame in the second cut.
end of the 4 by 4 round, and on the j jjie crossbars for the sections to test
bO**oni put a ring; also insert in the onurcietiutotbelower edge of the side-
bottom ft ^‘-Inch rod^ 10 inches long, ; t^ards. The super is made of H-inch
leaving 4 inches out. Nett . take a 2*ineu ( lumber, if the standard section-
plank 12 inches wide and about 0 feet | ̂  by4j., inches— is used the super must
long, and fasten it across under a couple . ^ 4, / jncbea deep, and as long and wide . . c . ... tljer industries, the
of rafters, or under the frieze, or if it is convenient to suit the sections * . , , . 1
a common Iwarded roof, then directly and thefsize of hive. The crossbars are ehoddy industr) baa grown to such an
under the roof boards, and nail the roof , , jnch thk.k by j ini.h ^de. it is im- extent {bat there have been
boards firmly to it, letting it Inject ! ^rtant that the crosskir l>e the proper ̂  0 J^nbe the pr^ucts i
fifteen inches from the end of the build- thickness, if much more than quarter f°nner,-v "\f}r thc general
i of an inch thick there will Ik* likely to ?*£**?.
Was KktHblDhvd— Au InrreiMe of *.1»;
Per Cent. In Thirty Yenw.
Under the high tariffs on wool and
woolens since 1860 the growth of the shod-
dy industry has been phenomenal. Shod-
dy is a comprehensive term, and in com-
mon parlance includes all the various
wool substitutes used iu manufacturing,
except cotton, cow’s hair, etc. There
are two classes of shoddies; the first is
made from the waste pieces of woolen
goods left over in the manufacture of
ready made clothing, and the second
from old woolen rags collected from the
a.,h barrels and refuse heaps of our huge
ifloga have included varieties of wool en-
tirely dissimilar. There are two varie-
ties of wool which approach each other
very closely in quality, use and condi-
tion. In addition to this accurate rec-
ords of their prices have been kept.
These are Ohio medium fleece washed
and washed Port Philip fleece. The
former is a standard variety in the
United States and the latter in Eng-
land. For these wools a comparison is
possible. The following table shows
the average yearly prices in gold in Bos-
ton and Loudon, respectively. London
quotations are those of Wiudeler & Co.,
and the American prices are taken from
Manger & Avery’s wool circular:
Ohio medium. Port Philip.
____ _ _ _ such an
extent that there have been added new
describe the products which
ral name
bt o ' of “,u™8 •»*"«•
i te numerous brace comb, between the ! “ra
super and brood frames. The |a,,er ; rotton and WMlen goods b)Mbe uppl ea-
,sb£,d have thick tophus and spaced ! T
properly in the hive. If more ronveti- ! lcavinJ ^ J
, \J the crossbars can be run iengtbwise ; ilTolw-
° ItTa'difflcnlt job to make a super the ! ̂  ^
proper size to hJld . certain number of j
in, lK, ^^^improvemen,
peudicularly through the roof and keys tto sections together tightly and ; in ma^binery usea for working up shod-
through the plank, and directly under prevents the bees from propolizmg them muneo and extract* that they are
this hole fasten in the ground a block or bo much. All the material for this su- , ' * j in c]a8ses 0f Woolen goods,
large square stick, boring an inch bole per is found m the farmers workshop., ̂  are g0 disguiRe(] as to be detected
four inches deep in the end to hold the and it is easilj made. difticultv
iron bar iu the lower end of the 4 by 4. ! The second cut represents an excellent °r • ’ 6h indust
“Tliis latter can now be slid through arrangement to keep the outside surface . better shown than by a com
the upper hole and the rod lowered into of sections clean. It is also very conveu- . . tj census kgQre8 gjnee 1800
the hole in the block. To finish the door lent for using separators, as they can be L . fo)lowil J table sbmv.s the number
nail boards on the inside of each post tacked on the side, and they are always establishments the capital invested
and put on a brace as shown, for which permanent, and are not likely to be get- l^mS
purpose a good fence board will do, Jin8 lost' 11 « also ccn^rat for com products during each
nailed to the upjKT end of the 4 by 4 trading the sujiers, toward the end of ^.p 1 « *
just below the round part. The door season, when it is not profitable to pu
can lie taken off its hinges at any time V __ .. __________
by raising it out of the block at the
bottom. I have four of these doors ten
feet square, which have been hanging J  j| ^
for eight years, and they have never
been out of order, with the exception of
SSTimn to into WnUeU. a full cratJ I“ud knnvy can be mg to the e’enaua of .*K>, the product is
Z ^Strin the bl Jk“rthe taken from the hive „ fast a, capped !»#, moil, or an Inereaae of 2.187 .a-r
door would freeze fast and twist off: the without much trouble It is made of cent.
iron bar win aiwayework/' #*£ To tog d^^.^ shoddy
Southern Grown Seed Potutoe#. ! loosely in a crate. The bottom strip is industn . has been considerable since
This is a question of considerable im- made with the bee space the same as in ** *iaii not 'K‘jn ’j1 I.,r<^I)0l tl0n
portance to all and especially to those section*. As many frames can be used the growth of the shoddy industry. In
living in the southern states. It is in a crate as desired. It is an excellent I860 the value of the woclen goods pro-
claimed by many living in the northern way to have honey put up in a first class ^ncc‘^ United States was $0 v»J6,-
states that seed should be*procured from shape, but is much more trouble to make : 364. In 1890, according to the lust cen-
the extreme north. North Maine or them than the crate. Be sure to have all bus, the value of woolen goods v.-as
north Minnesota potatoes are in demand. . lumber thoroughly dry for crates, or 231,209. showing an increase smee 18f><»
An Oklahoma correspondent writing to much trouble will result from shrinkage. 413 per cent, llie value of the shoddy
The Farm, Field and Stockman says: “In - product in 1890 shows an increase of 81
Kansas, Missouri and this territory Iowa Innecu Injurious to Grasses. per cent over that of 1880, but the wool-
potatoes are used largely for seed and in A very large number of insects live en industry as a whole show's an increase
sections and have them fit as tight as
they should. To overcome this difficulty
the “follower” is used, which is a board
| just as wide as the sections are deep, and
the proper length to tit inside of the su-
per nicely. It is placed against the side
of the sectiors and a wedge driven be-
aro produced, and second, those made
from old mixed rags picked up from all
conceivable places. Still another term
is used to describe a certain class of
shoddies. This is mungo, which applies
to the fibers produced from hard or su-
perfine rags by machinery specially
CLOSING
OUT!
THE BALANCE OF OUR STOCK
OF HOLIDAY GOODS.




Toys for the Children,
At. Almost Your Own Price.
Dutch and English Hooks
Of All Kinds.
We must have more room and all
our surplus goods go at






Birds, Animals, Fishes, Etc.
Mounted to Nature.
Furs Tanned. Rugs made to Order,
Horns Polished and Mounted.
Cases Filled.
Old Specimens Re-mounted
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
zTSMtoMstn*.. Grand Rapids, Mich,
Establish- Capi- Work- Prod-
incnts. tal. meu. act.
1869... ....... 30 $123,500 290 $W2,5W
1870 .. ....... M 815,950 (XL* 1 .768.593
r»” i.m,m 1.262 -ieWviw
I 1890... 9.203.011
Cent* i*er pound. Cent* per poi
45 47*
1867a •••••••«••••• • 9»i 43M
1*68 .............. XI 40!*
1*» ............... 37M 34






1873 ............... 48 3-3 521-3
1871 ............... 48 A3 iU-3
44 4-5 48
1876 ............... 38 4-3 41 4-3
1877 ............... 41 41 4-5
1878 ............... 39 2-5 421-3
37« «w
hinIOr*/. aaaaaaaaaaaaa* 51 A3 43 1-3
43 4-3
1888* aaaaaaaaataaaa 43 1-3 4'1 A5
1 «••••••••••••• 41 A3 42
|8*i ............... 36 39 2-5
1885 ............... 34 1-3 362-5
1886.....; ......... 35 4-3 XI
32 1-3
m ............... SU
18*9 ............... 37 A3
1*90 ............... 364-3 33 4-3
1891 ............... 36 «...
G.Van Putten
& Sons




Is suitable for all kinds of Cook-
ing and Baking.
Cheaper and Better
than a wood stove.
The new Aurora Range is the
Best and Cheapest
In the market.
Suitable for households and
restaurants.
For prices and information
go to
J.B.VanOrt
Kixbt Street. Holland. Mich.
From a product of $102,390, in 1860.
this industry has increased until, accord-
poiaioes are useu largely lux ftcc-u aim m .n n-.y **>****•''-* -- ------- j -- — ---- -- - — -----
many places for household use. Some and develop in grass and meadow lauds, of only 26 per cent m 1890 over the prod- a moment:
Port Philip fleece has averaged higher
for thirteen years and lower for twelve
years than Ohio medium fleece. For the
twenty-five years ending in 1890 Ohio
medium has averaged 41.48 cents ]>er
pound, and Port Philip fleece41.0S cents
jier pound, showing a 'difference iu
favor of the former of .40 cents. If we
eliminate the prices for 1871 and 1872.
when speculation was rampant in this
country and wools were contracted for
on the sheep’s back at from 65 to 70
cents per pound, we arrive at the fol-
lowing averages for twenty-three years:
Ohio, 40.26 cents per pound and Port
Philip 40.52 cents per pound, showing a
difference in favor of the latter of .26
cents iter pound. During the whole
period both wools have risen and fallen
together.
From every point of view this show ing
is a remarkable one and deserves careful
consideration on the part of those who
believe that the wool grower in the
United States can derive good result*
from a high duty on wool.— New York
Uoanuerrial Bailciiii. ....... . .....
Wliut the Tar ill' Costa the Farmer.
As an example is always better than
an argument. I will present to the reader
an actual transaction under the McKin-
ley bill, which has been furnished me
through the kindness of a friend in New
York.
He save, under date of Feb. 17: “1 re-
ceived a shipment this week from Man-
chester containing a number of cases of
dress goods, mostly all wool, and some
woolen and worsted cloths, also some
cotton warp dress goods. Entered value,
$2,631. Packing is accountable for $19
of this, the value of the cloth being
$2,612. 1 paid $2,621.03 duty. Of course
the consumers, public kt large, will
eventually pay this.”
Let us study this concrete example for
buy stock seed every year, others every Some live ou the plants above ground, net of 1880.
two or three years.” From what he has others on the roots below and some even Nothing will show better the great
doue and observed he concludes that in the stems of the grass itself. Clover growth of the shoddy industry and its
where there is a good soil and in sec- also sustains a large number of species present extent than the figures from the
tions where potatoes do fairly well, : on root, stem, leaf and flower. Each year census of 1890. In the following table
there will not be enough difference for , the number of insects increases until | is shown for each of the large woolen
three years, to the raiser of home supply finally the grass runs out. Cutworms feed products the amount of wool used and
only, to more than pay him for the on the grass and clover above ground, the amount of shoddies, extracts, cotton,
added expense in getting northern seed, wireworms on the roots below. The cut- hair and other substitutes for wool:
From the report of tests with nineteen worms that are most injurious usually Substl- Percent,
varieties of the Missouri experimental become about half grown in the fall, ,u,eaUBed‘ 6Ub
station are condensed a few facts for winter iu that condition on or just below ; goods. isrvMT.'JD
the benefit of southwestern readers. Of the surface sheltered by the grass itself, Worsted (foods «7.701.47i
the nineteen varieties, in a test of three and resume their feeding early in the Felt goods .....
years, ten of them produced best from spring as soon as vegetation starts. j
northern seed, five from seed raised iu ‘ Wireworms usually live more than Knit goods.... 2LCC9;jai
Missouri one year, and four from seed ; one year in the larval state, and as a rule
raised there two years. Taking two winter among the roots in that condi-











of the shoddy in-
Beauty of Hebron for the firat year gave] ondeigotteir changes to pupa anffimagoj
1888. when they protested against the
Mills bill, which put wool on the free
list. In the circular which they is-
sued they said: “Our industry would be
ruined (by free wool) and we and those
dependent upon us would suffer. There
is only one way to avoid this loss to our-
selves, and that is by the defeat of the
— OKKKH
The most complete stock of









! Try those line Boast* which we are sell-
ing at the
City Meat Market
Or the fresh Sausages?
Or the Pork Steak?
If not, you should do so. Have you any
Poultry to sell ? If so. J will pay you
the highest market price in cash.
WM. VAN DEE VEERK.
Cor. Elxlitb Hint Kiib SI*., Holland. Mich.
HOUSE PAINTING SIGN
-ANDGentlemen’s Furnishing Goods





857 bushels per acre, second year 327 quite early in the summer, and then the
bushels, third year 223 bushels. Early ; beetles remain underground during the
Rose planted in same way, 446, 420 and winter. Professor Comstock, of Cornell
358 bushels respectively. Of those which ' station, has found that plowing between
gave equal or better yields after having i July 20 and Sept. 20 so disturbs these
been grown one and two years there, ! hibernating beetles that the insects die
the correspondent thinks, they are all of ; and do not emerge during the following
the later novelties in potatoes, and per- j spring.
haps this may account for their greater Professsor Smith, entomologist of the -  , , - , ,,
vigor even under unfavorable circum- New Jersey station, believes that a large J candidate of the fr e trade part} , Gro-stances. percentageof insect injury can beaveited ! ver Cleveland. We have determined in
by good farm practice, ami recommends the coming election to support thecan-
to plow late in the fall whenever possi- i didates of the protection party, Ham- ....
ble. In Bulletin No. 85 he repeats hi* ‘Morto,‘: Their election we con- 1 which it is levied,
advice to use kainit wherever practica- aider to be indispensable to the mainte- j <rbo iabor c.ost 0f producing these
hie, as effective against both cutworms ,,an(-,e of our business.” ... 1 good* in this country is not more than
and wireworms. The authorities quoted Fr<>e w°o1 wouW 1,0 tl,e deat“ of i 20 per cent, greater than the labor cost
agree as to the value of fall plowing for shoddy. _ ; in Manchester, and but for a tariff ou
the destruction of insects, but Professor WqqL prices HERE AND ABROAD. w0°l 'hat actually depresses the value
Comstock reported ;*>or success with ------- ----- of our native wool, but increases the
kainit as against wireworms, as has Doe* » ii igit Turin' on Wool .Make Wool cost of the foreign wools needed for
FroloiiKing the Tomato Keaaou.
The season of tomatoes can be mate-
rially prolonged by plowing or spading
up a piece of ground upon the approach
of frost, and after smoothing it down
nicely, pulling up the vines laden with
green or partly ripened fruit and spread-
ing them over the ground about a foot
in depth. If these are covered with
straw mats or loose straw to protect
We see that cloth and dress goods of
the value of $2,612 cost the importer
$5,233.65, which sum he must get back
from the consumers of the goods with
his profits upon the transaction.
The goods imported are among the
necessaries in our country and climate,
and not the mere luxuries of those who
are rich or extravagant.
The farmer or the laborer buys these
goods for his wife and children, and be-
lieves when he puts down on the store
counter a dollar of his earnings that he
is getting a dollar's worth of goods,
when in fact he is paying more than
half of the money for the tax and the
profits of the tax of several middlemen
that have been secretly wrapped up in
the goods.
These goods are also largely made in
this country. They would not be im-
ported unless they could be sold here
for cost and tax and a fair profit on
both. Except for the tax we could buy
them for the cost and a fair profit on it.
The tariff tax which the government
mixes with them before it allows them
to pass into the clothing of the people
thus more than doubles their cost, and
at the same time increases by a like
amount the price at which similar
homemade goods can be sold to the
people. This last is the purpose for
way than from all he had previously
sold. His last picking sold readily at
fifty cents per basket, showing that with
tomatoes, as well as with many other
kinds of vegetables, late crop* are more
profitable than early ones for farmer*
living near good market*.
Ut-imidy for Wire worm*.
Ada three or four pound* of nnsUked
lime to every bushel of soil. This will
make the wireworms so sick that they
will give the seeding carnations a wide
berth in the future; besides, the health
and color of the plants will be so much
improved that we will think they belong
to a new race of pinks. The best way
to nse the lime is to spread the soil in a
fiat heap ten or twelve inches thick,
ALL WORK DONE IN A NEAT then place the desired amount of lime
AND ARTISTIC MANNER. in lamps on the top; when the'latter has
become slaked and pulverized, the whole
should lie turned over two or three time*
and thoroughly mixed. It i» then ready„ . i for use. sar* American Florist.
Holland. Midi.
the warmth of the earth will ripen the j Figiuing the Mole,
fruit as perfectly as did the sun iu Sep- Maiiy methods of destroying moles
tember. Farm Life tells of a truck ]iavo recommended, but few of
farmer who tried the experiment hist them work successfully. Poisons, such
year, with the result that he made more bisulphide of carbon, poured into their
money from what was ripened in that hole.) does not entirely destroy them, but
JACOB HOEK
! 32 Twelfth Street.
es
drive* them to new grounds. The only
way i* to kill them outright by the traps.
The best traps made for this purpose are
the liest mean* of destroying the moles,
for the sharp thrusts of the steel points
generally kill the animal. They must
be of the best make, however, or they
will fail of their purpose. Another good
way is to watch for the animals, and
when the ground is seen to move to
thrust down a pitchfork and impale the
little fellow. A great many can be kill-
ed ilfi&iia way. _
I amTt 1,ur*till& ®*,,6i»s*»*
of one'Htf of eabbages is believed to be
cason. Tby a too rapid and vigorous
grtrous, owing generally to the soil and
sea It i* not likely to occur in sound
heat, fter a frost. For such as arc al-
read;r-]ffected there is no remedy other
than pull the plants just enough to
start d»em and rupture some of the root*
and tl i* check tneir growth. This is
said Mbe useful in such cases,
li
HlKlier Hrrr'.’
Demand and supply regulate the prices
of wool, as of other products. But in
the wool trade certain factors enter
more prominently than in the trade in
most other articles. The quality and
availability of wools are powerful fac-
tors in determining demand, and there-
fore prices. Similarly, changes in fash-
mingling with our native grades to
make these goods, the cost of material
would be the tame in both countries.
Let the farmer and laborer now sit
down and figure out to his satisfaction,
if he can, why a law of congress should
bo made to compel him to give two
bushels of his wheat or two days of hi*
labor for the same quantity of necessary
ion by stimulating or decreasing demand 1 goods that he could, but for such a law,
Affect prices equally with changes iu j procure with less than one bushel of hi*
supply. Thus, during the past year  wheat or less than one day of his labor.
some wools have greatly fallen iu price,
while the price of others has been well
maintained.
Each variety of wool produced has a
use for which it is better than any
other wool grown. The price of
wool therefore does not depend upon
the relation bet ween the general demand
and supply, but rather upon the relation
existing between the demand and sui>-
ply of each particular variety. The
general expression therefore that “wool
Is up’’ or “down" carries with it no real
significance.
Various attempts have been made to
compare the prices of certain wool* in
—Congressman W.
i Louis Republic.
L. Wilson in SL
.McKinley I’rlie*.
Iowa is enjoying a j.r’blished corre-
tpondence between Marshall Field &
Co., of Chicago, and a customer of the
Hawkeye State who liad ordered a lot
j of Colbert muslin, the material com-
monly used for ornamental window cur-
tains. The order referred to similar
goods purchased before the McKinley
bill went into effect, and the firm took
the precaution before sending the good*
to give notice that iu the meantime the
price had advanced from ninety cents to
this country and in England for the pur- ; fi.25 per yard. Nevertheless there are
poae of determining the effect of the | some people who think that the foreign
tariff upon price*, but usually without manufacturer pays the ^ariff tax.— In-
rutisfaetory result*, for these compari- j dianapolis Sentinel.
0T T A W A O U N T Y T> K S.
HOLLAND, MICIL, FKID.tY, APRIL IB, IW2.
DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
Tfce UfiniH'iRU of MlchJxu w III meet lu *i«ie
t'oiivfiitioii iu Ihe Rukkfxon oiuth honne, in (hr
«lty of Mu»k*fi>n, on U HttraUv. May 4lh, at 12
o’cMwk ihmmj. lot tW* RurixMe of rl^ tinx Urn-
ty-vixhf ilrlotfalM to tba Drn>ocratlc national
ronrrntion, railed to ia««t at Cfclrano, III., .tune
•.*1, IW2: for the elertion of a Democratln atate
•rutral roniroitlee to ame fur tlw ruxulnK two
jeai*, and for the tranMrtlua of «ucb other bn*
inew aa naj properly mm* before It.
ThD I'ubvnitiou Mill ele«-t two delexatea an*!
two alternate* at lance from tboreatrmrleeioral
dUtriet: two deletcate* and two altenmto* a*
lance from (he aeatcru electoral dMrirt; twen
ty-fourcouirrr**luuaidiMrirt delrxauwand twen
tv-four rouicn-wlonat dlotrict aherrmtc*. itwo
uelexate* and (wo alternate* from each ronicre*-
alooal dlMrirti. It will alio chiNtae (wo meml*er*
frpu the Demorratic *tate central rouimitlee
from each conxre**ional diatrlct and a chairman
of the Male central rommitte fntm the Mate at
lance.
ArcordlriK to the rule adopted by the (Hmiio-
cratic Mate convention, held at Detroit In DHO.
and alnee adhere.1 to, every county in the Male I*
entitled to one deleicate to the elate convention
for each fiOO votea cast for Governor at the last
general election and one additional delegate for
a fraction not le*» than 'Jft) vote*. Hut each
county i# entitle.) to at least two delegate* All
delegate* must 1* resident* of the counties they
retiresent.
The delegate* from each congressional district
w III meet In caucus at 10 o'clock a. ui. on the day
of the convention at place* to be hereafter dc*
Ignated and select candidate* for recommenda-
tion to the convention for two district delegates;
two district alternates: two member* of the Mate
central committee: one vice-president of the
convention and one member for each of the fol
lowing committee* of the convention— creden-
tial*. permanent organization and order of busi-
ness and resolution*.
All voter* or Michigan who favor the repeal of
unjust laws permitting taxation for puriHihct
other than the need* of government ecanomical-
ly conducted: who desire reform In the prodigal
expenditure of the public money and who are In
sympathy with the declarations of principle* of
the Democratic party are cordially Invited to
participate in the selection of delegate* to this
conven- n. DAN1KLJ. fAMPAU,
Kbakk It. iloaroun, Secretary, chairman.
L’nder thl* call Ottawa county I* entitled to 13
delegate* ar-' Mlegan county to 16 delegate* for
representation In the convention.
THE NEGRO IN THE SOUTH.
Rww the Hlefc
Democratic County Convention.
A Democratic county convention will be held
at the court house In the city of Grand Haven,
at II o'clock a. m., on Wednesday, Nprll 20th,
IMr.'. for the purpose of selecting 13 delegate* to
the state convention to be held in Muskegon
May tth. IW2, also for the purpose of selecting a
new chairman and county committee ami trans-
act such other business as may properly come
before It.
The following townships and ward* are en-
titled to the following representation*.
Allendale ........ 4 Tallmadge .................. 6
iilenden. ........ 4 Wright ...................... »
Crockery ....... 3 Zeeland ..................... 0
Georgetown ..... 7 Gd. Haven City, 1st ward. ..4
G«I. Haven town .3 •• •* “Slid “ ...4
Holland town..,, 7 “ “ “ .til •• ...7
Thnwiipwir.y.vv:< — " * " — ** ?th ~K j
Olive ..... ........ 4 Holland City, 1st ward ..... 3
Polkton ........ •• ** 2nd “ .. .3
Robinson ........ 3 *• “ Id *• ..,.4
Spring Lake ..... 4 *• “ 4th “ .,,.3
J. VAXDKR VEEN, I). O. WATSON,
Sec'y. Chairman.
thw Darky Provides for
and Barles the Deed.
The recent stranding in New York of
a colony of negroes, who had been dupe*
into leaving their houieft in the south, is
a lamentable lemon to their brethren.
And it is to be deplored that their igno-
ranee of such events prevents it from
being beneficial to the race.
Bat the individual bunion of the col-
ored people is so contracted that the
whirl of the outside world rarely reachm
their ears. And their narrow mental
vision catches only a glimpse of happen-
ings outside of their immediate neigh-
borhood.
Like the peasantry of all countries,
the negroes are ignorant. Yet, as a rule,
this ignorance is joined to a childish
simplicity, a native good humor and a
generous ojien heartedness essentially
different from the vicious serfs of Rus-
sia or the brutal vindictiveness of the
lower Italian classes.
In Europe the serving class presents a
cheap and wily copy of the sins of its
master. Bnt the negro is generally like
an overgrown child -lazy and roguish,
as generous in giving as he is quick in
stealing, improvident of the future and
perfectly content with present satisfac-
tion.
Living from hand to month, and pos-
sessing bnt few of this world's goods, it
is no wonder existence to them has be-
come a happy-go-lucky affair, in which
the man takes care of the present, and
the future takes care of itself. Yet
some few seem to realize that a bit most
be laid aside for a rainy day, and these
band together into societies. The socie-
ties are all of a semireligious character.
Some of the names under which these
societies are chartered are exceedingly
amusing. “Daughters of the Household
' "Sons and Daughters of
Moses,” “Galilee Fishermen,” “Sons and
Daughters of the Morning Star,” are a
few of the titles by which they are chris-
tened.
These societies have as their object
the care of the sick and the decent burial
of the dead— an exceeding worthy pur-
pose when we remember the poverty and
general improvidence of the race. A
member is allowed a few dollore a month
during sickness to meet the medicine and
doctor’s hills, and at death a coffin and
church burial, with several carriages
are provided.-
AFFAIKS OF THE STATE.
h'MM* Notre Mod UoMlp Coarornlni Pro-
pi* ana Kvrnta.
George Hill*, a Davidson fanner, waa
caught by a Chicago and Grand Trunk
train while crossing the tracka with an
armful of brick*, and mangled beyond rec
oguitiou.
Frank \\ich* is a Yicknburg citizen
*ho missed 140 and obtained a search
warrant, believing that the cash was tak-
en by a man at whose house he had been
•topping. Hut it wasn’t to lie found and
later be discovered the missing money In
an old coat just where he had absent-
mindedly left it.
Frank Ijent, a Grand Rapids youth of
14. lent himself to too many truancy ex
l*editions and will dwell at the reform
school for a season.
Three years ago James Cummings and
wife, Bad Axe people, were divorced.
Now they’ve been remarried, having found
that separation did not bring happiness.
Those teachers who desire to secure state
credentials will be given the opportunity
at Lansing, Aug. to 38.
The Baptist church at Bronson has no
f-an land the members take turns nail-
ing printed sermons on Sunday.
D. II. Burrell & Co.’s heading and stave
mills at Wyandotte burned, entailing a
loss of several thousand dollars. This Is
the third fire the firm has sustained in the
past two years.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcunes Scoville are
Bock ford residents who have traveled
life’s highway together for sixty-seven
years. No failure about this particular
case of matrimony.
The large barns of John Emmons, near
Cass City, made the acquaintance of a
clay pipe and are in ashes. Another proof
that smoking is injurious.
Heed City has a citizen who proudly
claims that he never read a uew*i>nper.
.Such people usually have little else of
which they can boast.
Twenty-three coon were waylaid by a
Good Harbor Indian on a recent Sunday.
’Twas a great day for coon.
Ghosts are on the rampage at Amber.
At least the Amberites assert as much.
Miss Bertha Kemmerling, a Colon lady,
died on the very hour that had been set
for the wedding.
The state Soldiers’ home has 571 in
mates, a larger number than has ever lie-
fore been gathered beneath its roof.
D. F. Sweet of Grand Rapids has in-
vented a motor expressly designed for
propelling boats.
Y. cst Day City’s new Fit/, 000 depot is to
One of the great boomers of free sil-
ver coinage in the United States senate
is Senator Stewart of Nevada. Pie is a
republican and a silver mine owner, but
when he loans money he is very careful
to insert that payment must be made in
gold or its equivalent. Mr. Stewart
plays both ends for his personal benefit.
He is a fair sample of republican states-
men. If he lived in Michigan and was
•a heavy owne^of pine lands, be would
be in favor of the tariff on lumber.
... . , --- -- --- u ui IS 10
Now, if there is one thing on larth ** comP,eted within three months. It
that a negro loves more than a circus it ̂  cover ̂  100 feet of tlie earth’s sur-
ing the display of grie^and heatie^the' Peter Tlic|nas, eonvicted of the murder
trappings of woo the *1 °* , Hmes Johnson at Grand Rapids, goes
pleasure8 To W a li 2 , 6 ,0 tl,e Jack8on ̂ Iteutiary tor three
rnnttm- V , a . ’ k ^nnera^ 13 a years. Both men were inmates of the
matter of such pnde with some families state soldiers: home.
that when a member dies money is spent 1 Colon had an exciting time 'otther day
extravagantly in providing an impos- five runaways within two hours figuring
mg funeral cortege, while the poor in- among the attractions,
valid may have suffered for the neces- :
sides of life. j An inhabitant of the Three Rivers mill-
For the young generation the free P0,,d chased a swallow with such vigor
schools provide u means which will at tbat 51 la,,ded upon the bank and a by-
least teach them the three R’s in a limit- \ *ta1nder carried home a four pound pick-
ed degree. Yet there is no field where : n .
"Is' D"l:“ —pend.nl m clothing and teaching those season’s business,
of that land who are in our own country ' Grand Rapids may establish a home for
and sadly need enlightenment and help, j Neglected children, the necessity for such
Throughout the whole of Dixie {be . an institution being generally conceded,
colored race acts as the servant o*f the ! Mrs. Jack Kehoe, wife of the Manistee
robbed of his cash and a gold watch in
Chicago, and retunml home.
Frank Goldie, a Port Huron, merchant
ha* had his store vUted by burglars thrw
times, the last call coming a few nigbD
since.
Mr*. Ira Soper, a F’lint lady, called s
physician for the relief of a severe pair
in her side, which was speedily accotn
plished by the removal of an intruding
needle.
Lightning touched off the dynonio of tht
Cadillac Fllectric Light company and tht
people of that town have been walking it
the dark at night.
H. G. Titcnmb ran for the position oi
alderman at Owosso and was lieaten. Ht
demanded a recount with the resull of in
creasing his opponent’s majority bj
seven.
.Simon Pokagon, chief of the Pottawa
tomle tribe of Indians in the southwest
cm portion of the state, ha* been notified
that Uncle Sam is about ready to fori
over fcJ A),0U) iu settlement of their clainn
•gainst the government.
.Michigan Kepii burlin' Convention*.
Grand Rapids, April a-The Kepubli
can Kent county convention was held
Thursday to elect delegates to the stati
convention. The resolutions adopttsd spokt
of President Harrison’s “able, upright
fair and fearless administration" Jand oj
the “masterful statesman, Janes G.
Blaine," but the name of General Algci
was not even mentioned.
Iron Mountain. April a-The Republic
t congressional convention for the
Twelfth district was held here Thursday.
Harrison’s administration was indorsed
and tiie delegates were instructed to work
for Alger. 0. W. Robinson of Houghton
and John y. Adams of Xegaunee were
elected delegates to the national conven-
tion.
Prince Michael Carries a Winchester.
Detroit, April a-Colonel John At-
kiuson, attorney for Prince Michael,
Thursday announced in court that, as a
result of the wild threats of violence which
have been made against the prince and
his followers, they had, on his advice,
armed themselves with Winchester rifles
and were fully prepared to defend them-
selves to the death in case the populace
made any attack upon their property or
their lives. The feeling against the sect
is very strong and a large squad of police











The Richmond. Va.. State says:
“Everything points to Mr. Cleveland's
nomination in June next. An over- wiyreu  J -Mrs.
whelming majority of the democratic i and as there must be servants in : raurder<,r who dwells at Jackson prison, is
the Kansas City Times adds: “Sure ! *> ___ — - ’ • •• ‘Ti camped with a three-gallon jua of whiskv.
enough the opposition
Want* to Go Uai-k to Priaon.
Detroit, April ll.-Charles Temple
walked into the Woodbridge Street sta- XTTTTT.l I 1 TTI I
tion and said: “I want you to send, if* VV H Pi rv Ht J
to Jackson prison." He was horn in De-
troit thirty-eight years ago and his life
h.-is been one series of burglaries and as-
saults. He has spent eighteen years in
prison, serving terms iu Columbus, O.;
Jackson, Mich.; Joliet, Ills., and Michi-
gan City, Ind. He now confesses to have
b«?n engaged in a recent burglary in this
city, and he says that he is so accustomed
to prison life that he is actually homesick
while free. He was locked up.
Fuller’s Flection Declared Void.
Lansing, Mich., April IL-The supreme
court has decided that the election of Jo
seph Fuller as probate judge of Montcalm
county last March is void because a spe-
cial election was not ordered by the board
of supervisors or the governor, and conse-
quently Lucian C. Palmer, who was ap-
pointed probate judge by the governor
Nov. 13, 1830, upon the resignation of
Judge Wallace, and who contested Full-
er’s claim of election, will remain on the




taDor. it is certainly no more fair to 1 ,uwu , » Hlore anu ue-
complain of the negro being the uni I ™th a ^rec-ga lon jug of whisky,
versal servant in Suth tto It wodd ! fjfaT ̂  “ the St0re W“ m0'
t^atW?i!tC lalfr i8 em'! An °teego lady called in the village
ployed universally in the north. But the marshal to arrest her husband who came
housekeeper in Maine or Vermont with ! home in a badly intoxicated condition. He
one white “hired help” is far better off ! ,iad rolled in several mud puddles and
than the woman in Dixie with three or was mistaken for a tramp,
four colored ones at her service. For the ! The telephone wires at Menominee are
negro is slow, careless and neglects his j ,,einK laid underground where they’ll be
work unless constantly watched. i less conspicuous than heretofore.
Wages are greatly different, too, in A Portland firm threw lye into the
the sections on either side of Mason and i Btreet and tt ^armer sues to recover the
Thursday f night ex-Gov. Campbell of { Dixon’s line. On a country farm a negro 1 value of a teamB of hor8es whose feet were
Ohio said that he was still looking for 0°°^ will have the use of a cabin and i ruined the ,dtey stuff-
the man who had his wages raised by j ker ®rewood free, receiving in cash ; * * «
the McKinley bill. Aside from the in- 1 *a8f aboult threo dollar« a month. In ™e°^.Cbairc faL;,ory
dividual who quii a ^^a^.vjob.o ! t^b'c ̂
join the Pinkertons and get fc>a day for j receives a few dollars more per nonth 1 Scarlet fever ha8 closed the ̂ honl* «t
watching and clubbing strikers, he has ! -New York Advertiser ’ Lake 0despa'
.... ....... i „.. . i __ * John F. Hi
to Cleveland in
New York is breaking. It cannot stand
against the party. Cleveland is now al-
most certain to be the nominee, and
with the consent of the New York dele-
gation to the national convention.” That
is just What we have told you all the
time.— {Kalamazoo Gazette.
In his speech at Providence, K. I., on
found no laboring man whose daily rec-
ompense has bedn increased by that
measure. He says that he has concluded
to give up the search as a hopeless one.
'Dhere are no beneficiaries of the McKin-
ley bill except the ground floor contin-
gent of monopolists who contribute the
"/at” for the republican campaign.
John F. Henry, an AuSable attorney,
will study for the ministry.
Ionia county is being canvassed by shoe
Judge Fuller’* School Day*.
“MeU,” as Chief Justice Fuller is ! (10J11ia couaty is bei.nK canvassed by shoe
called by tbe people of Old Town, lived 10 ^ ^ a
They are certainly old-timers.
Barry county electors have voted to in-
vest $10,000 in in a new jail, and $44,000 in
a new court house.
was a studious boy, and a terror in
spelling schools and in the lyceum where
debates were held. “MeU” took part
often against grown folks, and out of
— one pf those discussions there grew a
The official figures of the enrollment quarrel between a man now an ex-judge
tW. \fii»hii7J4n Hnivnis-Ut* «i4 A \ cllld tllO DF&SPflt rhipf inaH/tnat the Michigan University at Ann Ar- ' and t,ie present chief justice that has
Lor shows that it is still at the head in I never heale<f Tbe ex-judge was a
the number of students,
year 2,692; Harvard college coming
next with 2,658. Of this number 1,330
are studying literature, science and the
arts: 370 in medicine and surgery; 058
in law: 81 in pharmacy; 188 in dentistry
and 79 in the homeopathic department.
Every state and territory in the United
States, except Georgia. Nevada and
New Mexico, sends one or more students,
and the following foreign countries are
represented: Ontario, 40; Japan, 10;
England, 4; New Brunswick, 3; Quebec,
3; Sandwich Islands, Sweden, Bulgaria,
Costa Rica, Syria, Manitoba, Italy, Ire-
land, Bermuda Islands, and South Afri-
ca, one each. In the United States
Michigan leads with 1,323; Illinois has
322: Ohio, 214: Indiana, 118; Pennsylva-
nia, 80; Iowa, 77: New York, 73, and so
on down. Altogether the figures show
that Michigan University is becoming
more and more cosmopolitan every year.
It him thi y0UDg scho01 then and “Mell”
was in the second class in the school. In
the lyceum one night the boy defeated
the teacher in debate and got some ap-
plause.
Full of wrath the teacher sneeringly
alluded to his opponent as a “tow headed
stripling of a boy." Fuller retorted by
saying if his only fault consisted in be-
ing a boy he thought “some time he
should be as big a man as the teacher
thought himself to be, and that would
be great indeed.” The teacher slammed
down his desk cover and then went
home. All that term he ignored Fuller
as a scholar. When tbe ex-judge heard
that Fuller had become chief justice of
tho United States he wanted to know
•Teeth extracted without pain by the
administration of vitalized air at the
Central Dental Parlors.
All kinds of nut meats at C. Blom
Jr’s. ____
Whips? Carloads of them from 10
cents up. at H. Vaupell’s harnem shop
what in blanknation the people of this
Jxrat.—country were thinking a
bee (Me.) Journal.
-Kenne-
Soraebody set a trap iu the Conway cem.
etery and caught a twenty-four-poand
badger. The animal had been digging
into the bouses of the dead.
Adrian’s highschool graduated a class
of twenty-one last season, and thirteen of
the number are now chief engineers of
schools.
Catching ducks with book and line is a
sport indulged iu by Stockbridge boys.
The kid fishermen bait their hooks with
cora.
The park at Grand Rapids is the home
of a three-legged deer. This particular
specimen of forest denizens made its es-
cape a few weeks ago and broke a leg
which had to be amputated.
Muskegon has a man by tbe name of
Stamp who plays on ten musical instru-
ments at once. The folks haven’t decid-
ed what disposition to make of the prod-
igy, but may conclude on banishment to
Van Dieman’s land.
P. W. B. Weasels, a son of the man who
discovered the Kimberly mine in South
Africa, is a student at the Battle Creek
coUege- . - -ww v
Mrs. Kilmer, a Duncan . n, ag-o
summers, walked seven m. Burst vhen'ty
recently, carrying a heavy si used 1
T. M. Wycoff, a Davisburowth
made arrangements for the -son.
Tramp* on the Increase.
The aggregate number of tramps in
the country must be enormous. I have
repeatedly seen them in gangs of from
six to fifteen, and those of two or three
are met with continually. At remote
points on railroads, freight trains have
been repeatedly captured by organized Jr one
gangs of these men and the trainmen uJSL* i. , ,v a
creasing.— Dr. J. N. Hall in Harner** John Ludwig, a South HaverWeekly. n r 8 started for the southland for the b . .....
his health, but was sandbagged and







A Story About the Heading Deal.
When Asa Packer died he left $15,-
000,000 invested in the Lehigh Valley
railroad with the recommendation that
it be allowed to remain there for an in-
definite period. As is known, Mr.
Packer left hut one child, a daughter.
•Some years ago she married Charley
Cummings, a popular Lehigh Valley
conductor, hut who was poor and was
not favorably received by some of the
relatives. Cummings, believing liim-
self the representative of the Packer es-
tate, sought favor with the active man-
agement and attempted to advance him-
self to the presidency of the road.
These advances were repelled, how-
ever, and the young man felt deeply the
snub he received from President Wil-
bur. He told them that he would get
even with them, and now’ he has done it
by turning over to a rival corporation
the president, directors, managers, em-
ployees and the entire equipment of the
Lehigh Valley. Cummings has had his
revenge, and not only that, hut he is to
be the right hand man of President Mc-
Leod in the management of the great
Port Reading road.
Mr. and Mrs. Cummings have been
for several years enyMni Ywra
mous revenue from the Packer invest-
ment in the Lehigh Valley. They have
a sumptuously furnished private car
and have traveled over the whole coun-
try in the most elegant style. Being a
practical railroad man, Cummings has,
since his fortunate marriage, been anx-
ions to become prominent in railroad
management, but until now President
Wilbur, it is said, has been in the way.
— Wilkesbarre Times.
Will the Coming Man Sleep?
The electric light has apparently come
to stay, hut more likely it will in good
time be replaced by something that as
far exceeds it as it beats the hallowed
tallow candle of our grandmothers.
Not only will the streets and shops and
dwellings be illuminated all night with
a splendor of which we can have hardly
a conception, but the country districts
as well; for it is now known that plants
(which apparently are not creatures of
habit) do not need sleep, and that by
continuous light the profits of agricul-
ture could be enormously increased.
The farmers wfill no longer retire with
the lark, but will work night shifts, as
is already done in factories and mines,
and eventually work all the time, as
most of them would be glad to do now
in order to support the rest of us in the
sty le to which we have been accustomed.
On the whole, we think it not unrea-
sonable to look forward with pleasant
anticipation to a time, some millions of
years hence, when the literature of sleep
will be no longer intelligible and the
people even of this country lie sufficient-
ly wide awake to prevent the 10 per cent,
of their number devoted to the patriotic
pursuits from plundering the other 90
per cent, and to make the judges obey
the law* — San Francisco Examiner.
The largest assortment ever seen in this city.
PRICES WAY DOWN!
WALL PAPER!
Greater variety and lower prices than before.
PARLOR SUITES
At prices that will surprise you and in styles
that surpass any former exhibit.
- ALL AT -
J. a: BROUWER'S
DOUBLE STORE, ON RIVER ST., HOLLAND.
Wm. Brusse & Co,
CORNER CLOTHING STORE if r
Gaining Patronage Every Day !
Walking Right Past All Competition !
Fine Quality, Good Fit,
AND FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP,
AT LOW PRICES,
Form an irresistible combination.
Our Custom work is made to bring- us
more trade, and talks business for us.
We continue to handle Wilson Bro’s
Shirts and Underwear, for the reason
that they make the best furnishing goods
in this country.
There is also a very good reason for the great
mcreasa in our hat trade. The Lion Hat han
beeomc the standard and our customers have
perfect confidence in it. It Is always made in
the latest nobby shapes and wc guimnlee the






In Holland, whether yon wish
to buy or not, to
CALL
And examine our stock of
Cloths and Suitings for the
Spring Season.
Fruit and Ornamental Trees !
I would say to all my old customers
or anyone wishing to get fruit trees or
shrubs of any kind, for spring delivery,
that 1 am fully prepared to furnish
them at reasonable prices. All stock





I offer a twelve-honm-power traction
run-ine, Separator, Clover Hullcr ami





insCMHR, AHKNI), Attorney nt Law A Notary
> I’litiile. CollootlonN promptly attomlod to.
T\IKKKMA, (I. J., Attorney at Uw,
is over tbo Ki rat State Hank.
oillce
| » MACH, W. II.. Commlaalon Moroliant. ami
O ilealcr In drain. Flour amt I'rotluee. IIIkIi-
er-t market price palil for wheal, otllce In llrick
store, corner Klfhth ami Klah .Streeta.
TJAUUQAUTMD, NV.. Tonaorlal I'arlora, KlKhtli
J> ami < edar strectK. Hair DroaaitiK promptly
attended to.
'OLLAND CITY STATM HANK, t'anltal »;t7.-
, MO. Jacob Van I'utteu Sr., I’rehldeut; A.
Jten, Vice President; C. Vcr Scharo,
dcncral HankltiK HuKiueaN.
PKTKIt, dealer In Dry Uooda, (tro-
; Hat and Capa, Hoots and Shoca. etc.,
•treet. Opposite Schouten'a Drmt Store.
1IUIRR.VNKS. I., Justice of the Peace, Notary
Public and I’euslon Claim AkciiI, River St.,
near Tenth.
T A.MAHHS, M. 1). Oillce over First State
«!• bank. Oillce hours. « to 10 a. a., 3 to 5 and
9 to 8 p.m. Residence, corner Fish and Mik'hlhstreet*. II
WILLIAM KINNEY,
MASON CONTRACTOR.
EatinmtcH given on all kinds of masonry
and plastering. Communications so-
licited. Address HoxW, Holland. Mich.
HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK.
Mik'hth Street, Holland, Mich.
KstablHied 1875.
Incorporated as a State Hank in 1890.
A general banking business transacted.
Interest paid on certificates.
Loans made.
CAPITAL $37,000.
President, - Jacob Van Putten, Sit.
Vicc-Pres’t, Adrian. Van Putten.
Cashier. - - C. Ver SCHURE.
MONEY TO LOAN!
The Ottawa County Huilding and Loan Associa-
tion, has
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND UP-
7??.”.^' .ij arjciu-c-. 'Hi j.'ib/v, ;it
half past eight o'clock p. m., at office
in Ranters Hlock.
ONLY REAL ESTATE SECURITY WILL
BE ACCEPTED.
Office open every .Monday, Friday and Saturday.
0TPot further particulars apply to the Seere-
• ' • . ......... fury. .......
Hy order of the Hoard.
C. A. STEVENSON, Secretary.
Holland, Mich., Jan., 1K9*J.
Central Drug Store!
H. KREMERR, M. D., PropY.
—A FULL LINK OF—
Pure Drug's, Chemicals, Soaps,
Perfumery. Toilet Articles, &c.
ALSO A FULL LISE Of
Imported and domestic Cigars.
II. Kbemers, M. I)., keeps his office at the store
where cults will be received ami promptly at-
tended to.
Office hours, 8 oj9 A. M., and 3 to 5 P. M.
A X /EST MICHIGAN
V V STEAM LAUNDRY,
Opp. Ottawa Furniture Factoiy.
The latest improved machinery for the
accomplishing of
THE FINEST WORK.
Ladies’ wearing apparel, Pillow Shams
Lace Curtains, Family Washings,
done promptly.
Goods called for and delivered.




A UNION MADE ARTICLE.*
The “West Michigan” is as fine a
nickel cigar as there is in the mar-
ket. Try them.
LOCAL JflARKETS.
Price* I’uld to Fanner,.
PRODUCE.
Huttcr.perlb .................. 18
Kgftx, perdox .................................. ||
Dried Apples, per lb ................... Wj to .ift
Potatoes, per bit ..................  ....... 15 to. 18
Onions, per Ini ............................ 50to .do
Heans, perbu .......................... 1.00 to 1. 10
Heaus, hand picked, perbu ............ 1.15 to l.'J5
Apples, perbu ..... ............ I •DO to i.'JS
Wheal, per hu .................................. 8d
oats, per bu .................................... 33
Uont, perbu .................................... 43
Harley, per 100 ............................... 1.00
Huckwheat, perbu ............................. 50
Rye, perbu ..................................... *0
Clover Seed, per bu ........................... 7.00
IIMMF, PORK, KTC.
Hams, smoke*), per lb ................... 07 to .08
Shoulders, smoked, per lb ........... Q5'4 to .Otpj
Chickens, dressed, per lb ................ 09 to .10
Chickens, live, per lb ................... 0d to .07
Turkey, dressed, per lb ........................ 10
Turkey, live, per lb ............................ 07
Tallow, peril .................................. ot
Lard, per lb ................................... 07
Beef, dressed, per lb ................... 01 to .m',§
Pork, dressed, per lb .................. 5ft to .Ofl
Mutton, drewed, peril ........................ 07
Veal, per lb .............................. 08 to .06
WOOD AND COAL.
Price to consumers.
Dry Bench, per cord ......................... 2.n0
Dry HanltMaple, per cord .................... 3.35
O’reen Beach per cord ................... I.«5
Hard Coal, per ton ............................ 0.50
Soft Coal, per ton ............................ t.oo
FLOUH AND FMMD.
Price to consumers
Hay. per ton. mixed, 19. timothy ........... ||0.00
Flour. “Sunlight," patent, per barrel ........ 5.40
Flour1 “ Daisy," straight, per barrel .......... n.txi
Ground Feed.l.CO per hundred. 19.(0 per ton.
Coni Meal, unbolted, 0.95 per hundred, 18.00 par
ton.
Corn Meal, bolted, 3.00 per barrel.
Middlings, .95 per hundred, 18.00 per ton.
Bran, .90 per hundred, 17.00 per ton.
Linseed Meal, 1.40 per hundred.
LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCE MARKETS.
Chicago.
Chicago, April 12.
Following were the quotations on the
board of trade today: Wheat— April, opened
9f9$c, closed ?J^c; May, opened 8J^c, closed
7194c; July, opened 81^ closed Hte. Corn-
April, oiamed 40J4c, closed 39c; May
opened 4t96c, closed tdftc; June, opened 38H*c,
closed 38^c. Oats— May, opened 29L4c, clewed
2%c; June, ojieued 28Jfic, closed 38^c; July,
opened 27%c, closed 379fic. Pork-March,
opened $10.03^., closed 59.95; May. opened
*10.13* closed *1U0J; July, opened |10J!5,
closed *10.17* Lard-April, opened *6.15,
closed gO.13*
Live Stock: Prices at the Union Stockyards
1 V ranged as follov0. Hogs— Market?drl; f-on1, cadv at
o*-r- nsjeed n
ja.ioa- ^ $4.3^' light, 54.1024.35
rough packing, *1.3034.70 mixed, 54.4034.75
heavy packing aud shipping lota.
Cattle— Market quiet and prices steady;
quotations ranged at 54..V>'34.8i choice to ex-
tra shippiug steers, *<,i.60a4.30 good to choice
do, *3.35a3.75 fair to good, *3.0033.50 common
to medium do, 53.0033.G0 butchers' steers,
*.‘.0033. 30 stockers, *2.7533.75 Texas steers,
*3.1033.80 teeders, *1.5033.41 cows, 51.753100
bulls and S'-’-U) 35.25 veal calves.
Sheep— Market fairly active ami prices 53 lOo
lower; quotations ranged at *5.2530.30 west-
erns, *4.9030. 4<J natives, and 55.5137.00 lamb,;
shorn lots 50380c per 100 lbs below quotations
given above.
Produce: Butter-Fancy separator, 24327c:
fine creameries, 23324c; dairies, fancy fresh,
21323c; packing stock, fresh, 14315c; air
struck, 12314c. Eggs —Fresh, 13c per dozen
Live Poultry— Chickens, 11^ per lb; roosters
5ft 30c; ducks, 12*@13c; turkeys, mixed lots,
12ft 3 13c: geese, j4.fJO30.OO jier dozen, Pota-
toes-Hebrons, 30332c jter bu.; Burbanks, 313
33c; Rose, 32335c for seed; Peerless, 30332;
common to poor mixed lots, 20326c; early
Ohios, 4234 »c per bu.; sweet potatoes, Illinois,
*2.2032.50 per hrl.; Bermuda potatoes, *0.003
C.50perbrL Apples— Common, $1.7i32.0J per
brl ; good, *2.2532.50; fancy, 52.5032.7 i.
East Buffalo.
East Buffalo. April 12
Cnttlo— About six loads on sale; market
quiet; prices steady; extra steers. *4.403 1. .10;
good, *4.0034.15; medium butchers. *.3.003
3.75; light do., 83.2533.5J; veals. *4.5036.00.
Sheep and lambs— Ten loals on sale; market
slow and unchanged; extra fancy sheep, *6.55
36-75; good to choice, *0.2530.45; good to ex-
tra native lambs, *7.3037.55. Hogs— Twelve
loads on sale; market strong at unchanged
prices; heavy grades, *4.9031.95; good to best
Yorkers *4.9035.00; good to best pigs, *1.803
4.9J.
St. Louis.
St. Louis, April 12.
Wheat— Firm; 'cash, 85c; options lower;
May, 83fte; July, 78ft378ftc. Corn-Firm;
cash, IWftc; .May, 35ftc; July, 30ftc. Oats
-Firm; cash. 29ftc bid; May, 30c. Pork-




Wheat— Cash, 81>ftc; May, 88fte; July,
B%c; August, 82ftc Corn -Cash, 39ft c. Data
—Noting doing. Rye— Not quoted. Clover
seed— Dull; nothing doing.
Detroit.
Detroit, April 12.
Wheat— No. 2 red cash, 89c; May, 89c;
July, 81c; No. 1 white cash. 88fto. Corn— No.
2 cash, 42c. Oats-No. 2 cash, 31c.
WAR INTHE WEST.
The Sheriff Pools Issues With
the Rustlers.
STOCKMEN SEEM TO BE "HOLED IN.”
SCORES OF CORPSES
Held by the Watery Wastes in
the South.
Bealrged at a Kancli by the Men Whoaa
Hralpa They Went After— Hegulatora
Having a Tough Time— A Couple of tha
Kuatler* Burned Out of a Cabin and
Killed— Karape «>f Jack Flagg After a
Lively Fualllade— Stockmen Fire on the
. —Sheriff.
DKNVKH, April 13.— A flpe ini from Uuf*
fiilo, Wyo., contain* meagre parti ulnrs of
a fight at the K. C. ranch between rustlers
and cattlemen. It ays: “The Unit in-
formation in Buffalo of the rouble was a
letter received from Douglas to Sheriff
Angus, of Johnson county, saying that a
special tra n of armed and mounted men
had passed through Douglas, unloading
at Casper. They circuited the town and
started in t’tis direction. Late in the
afternoon a ranchman named Smithy,
living on North Fork Powder river rode
to Crazy Woman with this information.
Early in the morning lie heard shooting nt
the K. C. ranch. Ho went there; saw that
the regulators had the house surrounded,
and that a Jght was going on lietween
them and the inmatvs. Immediately he
left for help; «ante to Crazy Woman,
started half a dozen men to the rescue,
changed hoises and came to Buffalo,
The Sheriff After the Stockmen.
Sheriff Angus was notified of the situa-
tion and appealed to for protection. With-
in half an hour he was swearing in', deput ies
and at9 p. m., a posse left Buffalo for the
K. C. ranch battle ground, reaching there
before daylight, hut not until after the
regulators had conquered ami gone. Jack
Flagg, who has been notorious with
others as a lender of the rustlers was a few
days ago elected a delegate to the Demo-
cratic state convention. He was on hia
way there intending to stop that night at
the K. C. ran :h, meeting Robert Foote,
Cole Brown and other delegates nt Powder
River last night. Flagg and a hoy named
Taylor drove up to K. C. ranch just after
dark.
No Lack of Grit In Flagg.
Flagg started for the house, leaving
more than a hundred lives lost
Whole Families Swept Away With Theli
Cablne by the Uunli of the Deluge—
Starvation Now Staring Thousands In
the Face— An Unprecedented Inunda-
tion— Quick Aid NeceMury for the Des-
titute— The National Government Ap-
pralcd to— Heavy Loss of Froverty.
Columbus, Min., April 12. -Later ad-
vices from the low lands just south of here
indicate that over 100 negroes have been
drowned in this county. It will be weeks
before anything like a correct estimate of
the loss of cattle can he obtained. The
bodies of horses, mules and cows are con-
stantly floating down the Tombigbee.
For miles on both sides of tills river there
remains nothing hut poverty and desola-
tion. Dr. J. D. Hutcherson, one of tne
largest planters in this state, has just re-
turned from one of his plantations in the
northern portion of the county aud re-
ports great destitution from overflow of
the Butuhatchic.
The Waters Kecedlng.
He lost seventy-five head of cattle and
one of his laborers, A. K. Keith, living a
few miles south, saved his mules aud
cattle by putting them in the parlor and
dining-room, where the water was only
two feet deep. His family aud fifty
negroes were in the same story of the resi-
dence. The waters have receded about
seven feet and continue to fall slowly.
Most of the county bridges have been
swept away and it will L- weeks before
ordinary traffic will be regularly resumed.
Itailways Repairing Damages.
The Mobile and Ohio railway lias three
work t rains with 200 men on the road be-
tween here and Artesia, and will probably
have trains running by Wednesday or
Thursday. U. B. Rider, superintendent of
the Georgia Pacific railroad, is here with
repair trains, and is pushing work with
great rapidity, but it will be weeks before
trains can he run on that road between
here and West Point. Mr. Rider has made
Taylor busy at the wagon. Nearing the arrangements with the Mobile and Ohio to
building he saw sev ral ~'At :bt/
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TRAINS LEAVE HOLLAND.
For Sale!
A bay mare, 3 years old this
spring; Standard bred and regis-
tered in Volume X of Wallace’s
Trotting Horse Register ; broken
to drive; is kind and gentle and
not afraid of cars; stands 15^
hands high; sound and a natural
trotter. Address,
STANDARD,
Care of Ottawa County Times.
Holland, Mich.
A.M.
For Grand Rapids *6.10
For Chicago ........
For Muskegon ..... *5.30
For Allegan ........
For Pentwater ...... 5.30
For Ludington ..... 5.10
For Tra verse City.. 5. 10
For Big Rapids ..... 5.30
A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
9.55 3.00 4.25 9.30
9.55 12.45 «12.35a.in.















From G’d Rapids . . .9.55 12.45
From Chlcag ..... 5.00 2.55
From M uskegon .... 9.45 12.35
From Allegan ...... 9.50
From Ludington . . .
From Traverse < 'ity
From Big Rapids. .  12.35 *11.55
•Daily. Other trains daily except Sunday.
9.55 and 3.00 train for Allegan connects forTo-
ledo.
Connections in Union Depot at Grand Rapids
with the Detroit, Lansing »v Northern R. R.
Cars on night trains
party ami when they ordered him to throw
his hands up he replied jokingly; “Go to
hell.” In reply a rifle was levelled and a
bullet sped past his head. Flagg had a
a rifle and three shells at the wagon, but
no arms on his person. Running there he
grabbed the gun and held the attacking
party while the boy cut the traces. Then
the two leaped on their horses and fled
safely through the fusillade, being fol-
lowed a considerable way.
Two of the Bustlers Killed.
They readied Harris ranch on Crazy
Woman creek unhurt and started north,
joining the sheriff’s posse from Buffalo,
When tiie resiling party reached the K. C.
ranch on their return they found the bouse
burned and the dead bodies of the inmates,
who were discovered to be Nate Champion
and Dick Ray, half burned in the ruins.
After Flagg got away the regulators fired
his wagon and run it against the house,
firing it, and then killing the two men
that had stood them off all day long.
RUSTLERS CORRAL THE STOCKMEN.
Four of tint Latter Wounded— Couriers
Scouring the Bunges.
Gillett, Wyo., April 13.-The rustlers
have got a large number of cattlemen cor-
ralled at the T. A. ranch, ten miles front
Buffalo. Four stockmen were wounded in
the fight and taken to Buffalo. Couriers
are scouring the ranges and warning the
rustlers. The stage from Gillett to Buf-
falo was stopped by armed rustlers, and a
man supposed to be a friend of Fred
Hesse, the leader of the stockmen, was
taken prisoner.
Hustlers Appointed Deputy .Sheriffs.
The soldiers at Fort McKinney have
been ordered out to protect settlers. Fight-
ihg was geing on all day Monday between
the rustlers and stockmen, who have taken
refuge at T. A. ranch. The ranch is sur-
rounded by an armed force of fully 300
men. Firing has continued steadily since
Monday morning. Sheriff Angus went
out from Buffalo yesterday morning and
appointed all the rustlers deputy sheriffs
upon their promise to not execute sum-
mary vengeance on the stockmens’ party.
Stockmen Fire on Angus.
He then rode toward the ranch and
ordered the forces there to siLrende-, but
beat a hasty retreat when they opened
fire on him. Lost night the she iff’s posse
was camped around the ranch and will
try to capture it today. The wire are
down and a man who attempted to repair
them was promp ly shot at.
Fighting Only Just Begun.
The fight has, figuratively speaking,
only just commenced. The attack of the
stockmen was so sudden and unexpected
Uiat the rustlers had not time to organize.
They have now been warned aud are
flocking to the scene of trouble. It is
thought that the next fight will be the
bloodiest of all. The invading party are
mostly cowboys and know every foot of the
country in which they are fighting. It is
rapidly growing colder aud snow is begin-
ning to fall. This will compel the rustlers
to seek shelter.
‘r.czd.v cvw f *
BASE BALL JS^ ON DECK.
The League "Blows In" for the Benson In
Six Cities.
Chicago, April 73.— The base ball crank
is happy again. Yesterday the big base
hall combination which includes the prin-
cipal cltieM and players of last year's
league aud Association began to hammer
the hall. The pet of the bleaching hoards
Ut tills city— “Old Anse"— and his “colts”
opened nt 8t. Louis with 10,000 people to
see how they could play. At Baltimore
there were only 5,000; at Washington
about 0,000; at Philadelphia 5,000; at
Louisville 4,000.
Scores on the Opening Bay.
Following are the scores tnsde in the
opening clay’s playing: At St. L uls—
Chicago 14, St, Louis 10; at Baitim re-
Brooklyn 13, Baltimore 3; at Washington
—Boston 14. Washington 4; at Phi udel-
phia— New York 5, Philadelphia 4; at Cin-
ciunati— Pittsburg 7, Cincinnati 5; at
Lo isville— Cleveland 2, Louisville*. At
St. Louis and Louisville the opening was
embellished by parades with hands of
•itisic and there was much enthusiasm at
i ll the citicM.
llllnnls-lnwa League.
A meeting of .the Illinois-Iowa Base Ball
league was held yesterday at the Sherman
house, but, owing to tile dropping out of
Aurora and Burlington, the arrangement
of a schedule, which was to have been the
main business, was postponed until today.
These towns telegraphed in the afternoon
that they could not enter.
ARSENIC IN _THE STOMACH.
IMtlaburg’a Superintendent of Police
Died of Slow Polaoulng.
PlTTSBUHG, April 12. -For some days a
report has been current that Gamble
Weir, late superintendent of police of
Pittsburg, was slowly poisoned to death.
It has now been developed that the body
was dug up from its grave in Greenwood
cemetery a few days ago and the stomach
submitted to a chemical analysis. Those
who caused the body to he exhumed were
the dead superintendent of police’s broth-
er, County Commissioner J. G. Weir, Dr.
J. W. Uicksou of Allegheny, and Mercan-
tile Appraiser Harry Pfell, after which
the stomach was submitted to Professor
Huge Bianck for examination.
Administered by Slow Degrees.
Bianck found enough arsenic in the
stomach to kill several men it is reported.
It is claimed that the poisonous drug that
work on Mr. Weir’s system
HOMELESS AND STARVING. and that its work was extremely slow.
Harry Pfell in a conversation on the sub-
Prompt Help Wanted in the Devastated | ject confirmed the story. Gamble Weir
was reported to have died of stomach
trouble and on the night of his demise he
was reported to have suffered terrible
Section.
Jackson, Miss., April 12.-The first
through train of the Illinois Central for a
week passed here yesterday. AH the HB°ny. _
breaks are reported to have been repaired. | the TROUBLE IN VENEZUELA.
Northeastern Mississippi is in a terrible -
condition. So great is the devastation Pa,*c,° Prepared to Leave the Country
that citizens have appealed to Congress- ' Ht B Mo,n®nt'" Not,cc-
man Allen for assistance from the general CARACAS, April 12.- -Crespo has returned
government, Hundreds of negroes are aud is now intrenched at Valencia. Re-
homeless and without anything to cat. ! cruits are coining to him in large numbers
Along the river bottom all the work they ! and the struggle in reality has only just
have done toward putting in a crop has If the present rate of increase in
t0Ketherwlthi'ence8and . his ranks is kept up he will soon be in a
The Highest Flood on Record. position to begin his long contemplated
The greatest loss of life and injury to ,narch upon this city. The government
property is along the line of the Tombig- 1 J?™* .havle bteu ordered to move upon
bee river. It is not large enough in the | ' alencia, but they do not seem to be in
dry season to float a small steamboat, but Inuc*‘ a hurry to dp so.
today it is ten miles wide. Its valley Prepared for Emergency,
is extremely fertile and is tickly populated. It is more than likely that Crespo will
All of the plantations along its border for defeat them when they make the attack
four or five miles are submerged from five and will then march upon Caracas and
to twenty feet. It was ten feet higher endeavor to invest the place. Nerly all of
than the great flood of 1847, previous to Palacio’s men are now in the field and this
WORK IN CO”GRESS.
ftynopoU of the Proreedlng* of the Poat
Klx Day*.
Washington, April a— The senate de-
voted the entire day yesterday to the Dis-
trict of Columbia appropriation bill. It
was only partly completed at adjourn-
ment, and a not debate was in progress on
the proposition to appropriate *100,000 to
help defray the expenses of the visit
of the Grand Army encampment to Wash-
ington.
Wilson of West Virginia dosed the de-
bate on the free wool hill in the house,
and the hill was then passed without
amendment by a vote of 102 to 00. Funs-
ton of Kansas denounced a statement in
The Voice that he had been seen drinking
intoxicants in the house restaurant as a
lie, and the correspondent who wrote it as
a "low-down skunk.” flic cotton tie hill
was then taken up ami debate was pend-
ing at adjournment.
Washington, April 0.— The senate yes-
terday passed the District of Columbia
appropriation bill, including an appro-
priation of *100,000 for sustenance and
quarters for the Grand Army eucamp-
ment (which was adopted by a vote of 41
to 10), and adjourned till Monday.
The house coucludod the general debate
on the cotton tie hill and a vote will lie
taken on t lie measure today. The hill was
advocated hy Simpson (Alliance), who
said lie was a free trader and welcomed
anything that looked that way. At the
night session six pension hills were
WASHINGTON, April ll.-Gencral debate
on the cotton ties hill was closed Satur-
day hy Turner of Georgia. Dalzell of
Pennsylvania spoke in opposition thereto.
Tiie bill was passed by a vote of 107 to 40,
three Democrats— English of New Jersey,
Coburn of Wisconsin and O’Neill of Mis-
siouri— voting against it. The free tin-
plate bill wits introduced. Eulogies were
then delivered upon the late Hon. M. H.
Ford, of Michigan.
Washington, April 18.— Stewart intro-
duced some resolutions in the senate
yesterday obviously designed to get at the
facts upon which Sherman based his recent
statement that silver certificates have a
dollar’s value in gold behind each one.
Ex-Senator Blair asked an investigation
of his rejection ns minister to Chinn. In
secret session the office of executive clerk
was vacated, its holder, Young, being
charged with “leaking” executive secrets.
The house passed a bill to make West
n* on**?.
* , * s-.v.-nrizing
the secretary of war to lease the pier at the
entrance of the Chicago riv*r. The re
mainder of the day was devoted to the
consideration of hills relating to the Dis
trict of Columbia.
Washington, April 13.— A debate occu-
pying most of the day took place in the
senate upon Palmer’s resolution for tiie
election of United States senators by the
people. Stewart spoke on free coinage
and a few bills on the calendar were dis-
cussed. Morgan asked that Stewart’s
resolution regarding free silver go over, us
he wanted to “make a few remarks.”
The house passed i n urgent deficiency
bill, appropriating *1,012,030 for various
deficiencies in the government service.
Cooper made a personal explanation
about his controversy with the commis-
sioner of pensions. The naval appropria-
tion bill was considered for two hours in
committee of the whole and the house ad-
journed. _
THE ILLINOIS GRAND ARMY.
Cuptulu Ed Harlan Elected Department
Cnminunder.
Springfield, 111., April 9.-Tfae Grand
which time nothing like it had even been city is practically defenseless. Palacio is •^r,nJ’ encampment adjourned late yester-seen. said to be fully prepared for any such ^aY afternoon after electing the following
Whole Families Swept Away. emergency, and at the first intelligence of officers: Department commander, Captain
In many instances so rapid did the river ' the serious rout of his array lie will try to Ed Harlan, of Marshall; senior vice
rise that small cabins were swept from the leave the country. He could do so at a commander, W F Kenaga of
face of the earth and whole families with | moment’s notice, for he has transferred Kankakee- junior vi™
them. The river was bank full before the tiie bulk of his wealth to a place of safety 7 T Sn,. r e v T““nder
recent heavy rains, which served to make ami his family is out of danger. t ’ V £ rj f , rA<J\ nied,cal d!r®c'
it a veritable inland sea. The bridge over __ A, , Corbu®1 ,of 9hlcaK°; chaplain,
the big Black river on the Alabama aud Governor Boyd’s Foiltion. adminftrenH™ ’ 'lA01?’ A'v*1 ?
Vicksburg railroad is seriously threatened. ! LlvroIV NVh Anril ,o_f. nnr ̂ m^isfration-Lewls Kntghoff, Nash-
It is over 400 feet long. It has been rain- 1 Am’ , ’.A, ~.,10 v Wl H*
ing in torrents. | Boyd bos made public his position rein- Venable, Macomb; T. W. Cole, Rockford,“ live to the Democratic presidential nomi- and D. F. Avery, Pontiac.
APPALJNG LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE, nation. The governor prefaces his letter Said a Good Word for Alger.
Slxty-one Bodies liccovercd-Tweuty-gix bY a denJaI of the published charge that T,1c resolutions affirmed faith in Com-
Corpses on a Baft be is an anti-Cleveland man, and contin- rui,e R-A. Alger and oppose the hill pending
Nashville, April 18.-The horrible loss «««: “I a«> not and never have been, op- incongress appropriating *100,000 forthe
of life across th« Miaalsalrmi ii„» P08*1 to trover Cleveland, and would entertainment of tiie veterans at Washing-
of lift across the Mississippi state Ime like tovote for him| but in view ofthe ton during the next grand encampment.
grows more appaling. Hie waters now fact that it is necessary to carry New The next state encampment will be held
cover the laud for seventy miles south of York if we would triumph, I think it ; «t Springfield.
here. Scores of houses, bodies of men, ; best to wait until the assemblage of the ----
women aud children, together with those Democrats of the nation before declaring The Vote un Free Wool,
of animals, are floating on the muddy for any one. I am for a man who can Washington, April 9 - An analysis of
water. Over .,200 peopJe are horned. York, Jersey aad Coa- the Tote on frM Bool 8howB tl)at evcry r.
A Grewnouie Cargo. necticut— a western man if needs be 1 , ,
Rescuers have started out to carry aid to Cleveland if he can do it; or Hill if it is 1 aii; ICan '°tWi ,my’ ev^ry ludePJ®dent
the many sufferers. One raftsman rowed plainly evident that he is the only man yea exMo^two^iHer aml^Rahhln ̂
thirty-three miles Monday night with who can lead the Democracy to victory.” ! ̂ Visconsin ' ° M r uu , lbbitt of
twenty-six bodies piled upon his raft, with ;
no light but an oil lantern to guide him
Every hour or so a boatman or raftsman
Clark«oii Is Much Better.Woul«l-B« Lynchers Indicted.
«»ciyiu»u* u oou uuuwjmu or im inau Roanoke, Va., April 12.— The grand Washington- Anril s —a .t!u.,Q»^i, ~
comes into one of the many landings with jury of this city has indicted the follow- ceived from Getferal Jamw cS?ktS
i iDg Damed 1>t'r80US fdr eI1SHBlnS in riot states that he is much better; that he has
Sixtv-one bodies of^botlTsexiM have he/n March 19, aad attemptlng to Iyuch Kob* passed the tur“i')g point, and the chancesrecord b° haeXeS hRVe been art Fraylin for an alleged assault on a for rapid improvement in his condi-
recovered so far. __ | mtle chIld( but who was proved innocent; tion. _
Herbert J. Browne, editor of the Roanoke THP hpatu Dcmor,
Times; Harry Coleman, city editor of the ™E DEATH REC0RD-
Gillis, Saratoga
Wanner Palace Sleeping
and from Chicago.to m
Wagner Palace Buffet Cars on day trains to
and from Chicago; 9:55 u. m. train from Hol-
land has free chair car to Chicago.
Tickets to all points in the United .States and
Canada.
DETROIT, LANSING & NORTHERN.
pOR ^ale[
A fine dwelling house and splendidly
located lot on north-east corner of
Twelfth and Market streets. Enquire
of the owner. HENRY VEGTEK.
A.M. I*. M.
Leave Grand Rapids ........... 7.15 *1.00
Arrive at Grand Ledge ........... 8.50 2.30
Arrive at Landing ................ 9.15 2.55
Arrive at Howell ................. 10.22 2.55







Leave Grand Rapids . .
Arrive at Howard City
Arrive at Kdmore .....
Arrive at Alma .........
Arrive at KL Louts ...




7.15 a. m. train runs through to Detroit with
parlor ear seats 25 cents.
100 p. m.. and 6.40 p. in. run through to Detroit
with parlor car seats 25 cents.
GKO. DK IIAVKN.
Gen Passenger \gent, Grand Rapid*. Mi-h
Banker Mead’s Mysterious Murder.
Waupaca, Wis., April 11.— The arrest of
Assemblyman I/ea and Messrs. Holmea,
Poll, Stout, and Pryor on an indictment
hy the grand jury charging them with the
murder of Banker Mead has caused great
excitement. All the accused except Stout
and Pryor have given hail and Poll and
Holmes laugh at the accusation. Stout
is charged with being the murderer and
the others as accessories. A prominent
business man says, however, that unless
the evidence is stronger than generally
supposed the cases will fall flat.
Lyuchers Held Without Ball.
Chadwick, Mo., April 11.— In the pre-
liminary trial of the murderers of George
Williams and Bright at Forsythe, Mo.,
Justice Dodson hound Madison Day,
George L.a Tyler, James Stewart and E.
Isaacs over without bail to await the
action of the grand jury. Deputy Sheriff
Caldwell, who passed through here yester-
day taking them to Ozark, says he bad a
hard time getting through.
Boiling Mills to Shut Down.
Reading, Pa., April 12.-Seyfort &
Bro.’s rolling mill at Seyfort, this county,
and Simon Seyfort’s mill at Gibraltar,
employing 8&0 and 100 hands, respectively,’
will shut down this week indefinitely,
owing to the depression in the iron busi-
ness.
Asking Uncle Sam for Aid.
rsi-ssr wi s-ayrtywara — - 
ceived from Mayor Moore, of Columbus, " ‘"'am Quinn.
Miss., and G. F. Sherrod, of the super-
Senator Finn After Gore.
banking firm, at New York.
Judge I). J. Arnold, of Holland, Mich.,
at Washington.
James D. Matthews, prominent citi-
prompt^^^nd say^ng^fiat ̂ undred^ha ve Des Moines, April 12.-Senator Finn of **“ °f L C0“nty’ f.1 Vlrgiuia’ Ills'
been drowned and thousands are destitute. Taylor county is in the city conducting VAN Du8E!,» treasurer of
his campaign against the Jispapers fo? “ ,
alleged libel. He was before the grand i)r t A RRvmv . * .uIS! I „t Oak-
ocrat, whohas been complained against H m
before a justice, hut whose preliminary 'rvri* H' *dKTCALF> prominent citi-
huring t, iet (or the 18th Ji. Sn»"r ot MilT,*U^
Finn declares he will not be content with , °]lG.K Wl Ii0NG> ex-paymaster of the
the return of a true bill against Wells, ̂ n ted States navy, at New York,
but that he is thirsting for the gore of Brigadier General Thomas W. Sweeny
Editor Stivers of The I,eader and Editor | retired, at Astoria, N. Y.
Four Corpses Ticked Up.
Birmingham, Ala., April 12.-Kain fell
here yesterday, but the floods in the var
ious rivers are stationary or receding. The
greatest damage has been done in the vi-
cinity of Columbus, Miss. At that point
the river is rapidly falling. Four bodies
were found yesterday morning.
Floods In Minnesota.
St. Vincent, Mluu., April 12.— The river
ift uow over the banks and has begun
floodiug the towns of St. Vincent and
Emerson. The river is now forty feet
above low water mark and is still rising
aud the ice has not yet gone out. A rise
of one foot would cover the town of Emer-
son. The indications are that the disas-
trous flood of 1883 will be repeated.
Jealous Murder and Nulclde.
Sr. IiOUis, April 13. —Yesterday morn-
ing Howard Eccies, a negro porter, quar-
reled with bis mistress, a colored woman.
The couple have not been living together
for some time. Ecclea demanded that the
woman again live with him, and on her
refusal to do so he shot her fatally and
then sent a hulltt through his own heart.
Hamilton of The News.
Durborow's Spelling Beform.
Washington, April 11.— RepreaenUtiva
Durborow, of Illinois, wants congress to
require public documents printed in a
new style of orthography and has intro-
duced a bill requiring the public printer to
adopt that system. The bill contains rules
for guidance in spelling. These rules pro-
vide, in substance, for dropping silent
letters.
Judge John K. Pohteh, at Waterford,
N. Y.
E. D. Schneider, prominent Grand
Army man, at St. Joseph, Mich.
General Charles W. Field, at Washing-
ton.
Dr. J. C. Hinbev, well-known Iowa pol-
itician, at Ottumwa.
Rev. T. W. Munson, most widely known
Methodist minister it; Indiana, at Wa-
bash.
George M. Seymour, prominent Minna-„ . - - -- — - - sotau, at Stillwater.
Nr»“ vr„r , YTB,‘,'red'J i E- C- S.PUV, well-known rv.ld.nt ofM.w YOKE, April 12.— Superintendent Saginaw, Mich.
Murray was retired b; the police board Jonh D. Goldsworthy, wealthy farmer
Tuesday on a pens on of *3,0(X> a year, of Kenosha county, Wis
Inspector Byrnes has been made sui*rin- Colonel John W. Glenn, formerly may-
or of Austin, Tex., at New York.Undent in his plate.
THE PALM BRANCHES.
SUBJECT OF DR. TALMAGE’S regu-
lar SUNDAY SERMON.
.1 DliruurM Hm«iI wii the Test, "They
Took BraiM-hra of Palm Tree* and
Weal Forth to Meet lllni"— Test, John
III, 13.
Brooklyn, April 10.— This day is rec-
ognizM as Palm Sunday throughout the
world, and that fact gave direction to
Dr. Talmago's sermon. Among the
hymns sung was the hymn—
Clad fa ralmrnt pure and white,
Victor palms in every Imiid.
Text, John xii, 13, “They took branches
of palm trees and went forth to meet
him.’’
How was that possible? How could
palm branches be cast in the way of
Christ as he approached Jerusalem?
There are scarcely any palm trees in
central Palestine. Even the one that
was carefully guarded for many years
at Jericho has gone. I went over the
very road by which Christ approached
Jerusalem, and there arc plenty of olive
trees and tig trees, but no palm trees
that I could see. You must remember
that the climate hasebanged. The palm
tree likes water, but by the cutting down
of the forests, which are leafy prayers
for rain, the land has Income unfriendly
to the palm tree. Jericho once stood in
seven miles of palm grove. •Olivet was
crowned with palms. The Dead sea has
on its banks the trunks of palm trees
that floated down from some old time
palm grove, and are preserved from de-
cay by the salt which they received from
the Dead sea. Let woodmen sjiare the
trees of America, if they would not ruin-
ously change the climate and bring to
the soil barrenness instead of fertility.
Thanks to God and the legislatures for
Arbor Day, which plants trees, trying to
atone for the ruthlessness which has de-
stroyed them. Yes, my text is in har-
mony with the condition of that country
on the morning of Palm Sunday. About
three million people have come to Jeru-
salem to attend the religions festivities.
Great news! Jesus will enter Jerusalem
today. The sky is red with the morn-
ing, and the people are flocking out to
the foot of Olivet, and up and on over
the southern shoulder of the mountain,
and the procession coming ont from the
city meets the procession escorting Christ
as he comes toward the city. There is a
turn in the road, where Jerusalem sud-
denly bursts upon the vision.
We had ridden that day all the way
from Jericho and had visited the ruins
of the house of Mary and Martha andL; ;i: :l were somewhat weary of
sigh: seeing, when there suddenly arose
before our vision Jerusalem, the reli-
gious capital of all Christian ages. That
was the point of observation where my
text comes in. Alexander rode Buceph-
alus, Duke Elie rode Ids famous Marche-
gay, Sir Henry Lawrence rode the high
mettled Conrad, Wellington rode his
proud Copenhagen, but the conqueror
of earth and heaven rides a colt, one
that had been tied at the roadside. It
was unbroken, and I have no doubt
fractious at the vociferation of the popu-
lace. An extemporized saddle made out
of the garments of the people was put
on the beast. While some jieople
gripped the bridle of the colt, others
reverently waited upon Christ at the
mounting. The two processions of peo-
ple now become one— those who came
out of the city and those who came over
the hill. The orientals are more de-
monstrative than we of the western
world, their voic loader, their gesticu-
lations more violent, and the symbols
by which they express their emotions
more significant. The people who left
Phocca in the far east, wishing to make
impressive that they would never re-
turn, took a red hot ball of iron and
threw it into the sea and said they
would never return to Phocea until that
ball rose and floated on the surface. Be
not surprised, therefore, at the demon-
stration in the text. As the colt with
its rider descends the slope of Olivet,
the palm trees lining the road are called
upon to render their contribution to the
scene of welcome arid rejoicing. The
branches of these trees are high up, and
some must needs climb the trees and tear
ena. To the willow God says, “Stand the one slain by his toils and the other Me, a lord deriidvely cried ont, “1 pa-
by the water courses and weep." To the for a lifetime invalided. The greatest member you when yon blackened my
cedar he says, “Gather the hurricanes picture, of the world had, in their rich- father’s boots!" “Yes," replied the man,
into your bosom." To the fig tree he est coloring, the blood of the artist* who “and did 1 not do it well?" Never be
says, “Bear fruit and put it within reach made them. The mightiest oratorios ashamed of. your early surroundings.
that ever rolled through the churches Yes, yes, all the green leaves we walk
had, in their pathos, the sighs and groans over were torn off some palm tree. I
of the composers, who wore their lives ! have cultivated the habit of forgetting
ont iu writing the harmony. American the unpleasant thingsof life, and I chiefly
independence was triumphant, but it remember the smooth things, and a* far
moved on over the lifeless forma of tens
of all the people." But to the palm treo
he says, "Be garden and storehouse and
wardrobe and ropewulk and chandler}*
and bread and banquet and manufac-
tory, and then be type of what I meant
when 1 inspired David, my servant, to
t*ay, ‘The righteous Khali flourish like a
palm tree.’" Oh, Lord God, give us
more palm trees; men and women made
for nothing but to lx* useful; dispositions
all abloom; branches of influence laden
with fruit; people good for everything,
as the palm tree. If kind words are
wanted, they arc ready to utter them.
If helpful deeds are needed, they are
ready to perform them. If plans of use-
fulness arc to be laid out, they are ready
to project them. If enterprises are to
be forwarded, they are ready to lift
them. People who say, “Yes! Yes!"
when they are asked for assistance by
word or deed, instead of “No! No!"
Most of the mysteries that bother others
do not bother me because I adjonm
them, but the mystery that really both-
>rs me is why God made so many peo-
ple who amount to nothing so far as the
world’s betterment is concerned. They
stand in the way. They object. They
discuss hindrances. They suggest pos-
sibilities of failure. Over the road of
life instead of pulling in the traces they
are lying back in the breechings. They
are the everlasting No. They are bram-
ble trees; they are willows always
mourning, or wild cherry trees ridding
only the bitter, or crab apple trees pro-
ducing only the sour, while God would
have us all flourish like the palm tree.
Planted in the Bible that tree always
means usefulness. But, how little any
of us or all of us accomplish in that di-
rection. We take twenty or thirty
years to get fully ready for Christian
work, and in the after part of life we
take ten or twenty* years for the gradual
closing of active work, and that leaves
only so little time between opening and
stopping work that all we accomplish is
so little an angel of God needs to exert
himself to see it at all.
ALL THINGS ARE OF USE.
Nearly everything I see around, be-
neath and above, in the natural world
suggests useful service. If there is noth-
ing in the Bible that inspires you to use-
fulness, go out and study the world
around you this springtime, and learn
the great lesson of usefulness. “What
art thou doing up there, little star?
Why not shut thine eye and sleep, for
who cares for thy shining?" “No,” saith
the star, “I will not sleep. I guide the
sailor on the sea. I cheer the traveler
among the mountains. 1 help tip the
dew with light. Through the window
of the i>oor man’s cabin 1 cast a beam of
hope, and the child on her mother's lap
asks iu glee whither I come and what I
do and whence I go. To gleam and
glitter, God set mo here. Away! I have
no time to sleep.” The snowflake comes
straggling down. “Frail, fickle wan-
derer, why comest thou here?" “I am
no idle wanderer,” responds the snow-
flake. “High up in the air I was born,
the child of the rain and the cold, and
at the divine behest I come, and I am no
straggler, for God tells me where to put
my crystal heel. To help cover the
roots of the grain and grass, to cleanse
the air, to make sportsmen more happy
and the ingle fire more bright, I come.
Though so light I am that you toss me
from your muffler and crush me under
your foot, 1 am doing my best to fulfill
what 1 was made for. Clothed in white
I come on a heavenly mission, and
when my work is done and God shall
call in morning vapor 1 shall go back,
drawn by the fiery courses of the sun."
“What doest thou, insignificant grass
blade under my feet?" “I am doing a
work,” says the grass blade, “as best I
can. I help to make up the soft licauty
of field and lawn. I am satisfied if,
with millions of others no bigger than I.
we can give pasture to the flocks and
herds. 1 am wonderfully made. He
who feeds the ravens gives me suste-
nance from the soil and breath from the
air, and he who clothes the lilies of the
field rewards me with this coat of green."
“For what, lonely cloud, goest thou
across the heavens?” Through the
bright air a voice drops from afar, say-
of thousands of men who fell at Bunker
Hill and Yorktown and the battles be-
tween, which were the hemorrhages of
the nation. Tiie kingdom of God ad
vances in all the earth, but it mnst be
over the lives of missionaries who die of
malaria in the jungles or Christian
workers who preach and pray and toil
and die in the service. The Saviour tri-
umphs in all directions— but beauty and
strength must be tom down from the
palm trees of Christian heroism and con-
secration and thrown iu his pathway.
To what better use could those palm
trees on the southern shoub'er of Mount
Olivet and clear down into the Valley of
Gcthsemune put their branches than to
surrender them for the making of
Christ’s journey toward Jerusalem the
more picturesque, the more memorable
vml the more triumphant? And to what
tatter use could wo put our lives than
into the sac rifice for Christ and his cause
and the happiness of our fellow crea-
tures? Shall we not Ixj willing to bo
torn down that righteousness shall have
triumphant way? Christ was tom down
for ns. Can we not afford to l>e tom
down for him? If Christ could suffer so
mueh for us, can we not suffer a little
for Christ? If ho can afford on Palm
Sunday to travel to Jerusalem to carry
a cross, can we not afford a few leaves
from our branches to make emerald his
way?
A FEW LEAVES FROM OUR BRANCHES.
The process is going on every moment
in all directions. What makes that
father have such hard work to find the
hymn today? He puts on his spectacles
and holds the book close up, and then
holds it far off, and is not quite sure
whether the number of the hymn is 150
or 130. and the fingers with which he
turns the leaves are very clumsy. He
stoops a good deal, although once he was
straight as an arrow, and his eyes were
keen as a hawk’s, and the hand he
offered to his bride on the marriage day
was of goodly shape and as God made it.
I will tell yon what is the matter. Forty
years ago he resolved his family should
have no need and his children should lx*
well educated and suffer none of the
disadvantages of lack of schooling from
which lie had suffered for a lifetime, and
that the wolf of hunger should never
put its paw on his doorsill, and for
forty or fifty years he has been tearing
off from the palm tree of his physical
strength and manly form branches to
throw in the pathway of his household.
It has cost him muscle and brain and
health and eyesight, and there have
been twisted off more years from his life
than any man in the crowd on the
famous Palm Sunday twisted off
branches from the palm trees on the
road from Bethpage to Jerusalem. What
makes that mother look so much older
off the leaves and throw them down, ; iug: “Up and down ibis sapphire floor I
and others make of these leaves an em- ' pace to teach men that, like me, they
erald pavement for the colt to tread on. are passing away. I gather up the
the 1‘alai typical of triumph. waters from lake and sea add then,
Long Ijefore that morning the jialm when the thunders toll, I refresh the
tree hud been t ypical of triumph. Herod-
otus and Strabo bad tlins desci bed it.
Layard finds the palm leaf cut Lithe
walls of Nineveh with the same signifi-
cance. In the Greek at hletic games the
victors carried palm I am very glad
earth, making the dry ground to laugh
with harvests of wheat and fields of
coni. I catch the frown of the stonn
and the hues of the rainbow. At even-
tide on the western slopes I will
pitch my tent, and over me shall dash
that our Lord, who five days after had lhe saffron and the purple and the lire
thorns upon his brow*, for a little while, the sunset. A pillar of cloud like me
at least, had palms strewn under his feet. the chosen across the desert, and sur-
Oh. the glorious palm! Amarasinga, the rounded by such as 1 the judge of
Hindoo scholar, mils it “the king among heaven and earth will at last descend.
,. •.v>« ^.-* Lumens calls it “the for ‘Behold he cometh with clouds!”’
of iegetation." Among all the
trees that ever cast a shadow or yielded
fruit or lifted their arms toward heaven,
it has no equal for multitudinous uses.
Do you want flowers? One palm tree
Oh, my friends, if everything in the in-
animate world be useful, let us immor-
tal men and women be useful, and in
that respect be like the palm tree. But
I must not be tempted by what David
will put forth a hanging garden of them suys that green shaft of Palestine,
—one cluster counted by a scientist con- that living and glorious pillar in the
taining 207,000 blooms. Do you want eastern gardens, as seen iu olden times
food? It is the chief diet of whole na- “the palm tree; I must not be tempted
tions. One palm iu Chili will yield ninety i by what the Old Testament says of it to
gallons of honey. In Polynesia it is the lwj8en “y emphasis of what John the
chief food of the inhabitants. In India 1 Evangelist says of it in my text,
there are multitudes of jieople dependent ' a lawful robbery.
upon it for sustenance. Do you want . Notice that it was a beautiful and
cable to hold ships or cords to hold wild lawful robbery of the palm tree that
beasts? It is wound into ropes unbreak- lielj>ed make up Christs triumph on the
able. Do you want articles of house road to Jerusalem that Palm Sunday,
furniture? It is twisted into mats and | The long, broad, green leaves that were
woven into baskets and shaped into strewn under the feet of the colt, and in
driuking cups and swung into ham- the way of Christ were torn off from the
mocks? Do you want medicine? Its nut trees. What a pity, some one might
is the chief preventive of disease and the say, that those stately and graceful trees
chief cure for vast populations. Do you should be despoiled. The sap oozed out
want houses? Its wood furnishes the at the places where the branches broke,
wall for the homes and its leaves thatch The glory of the palm tre< ;>ypro-
them. Do you need a supply for the priately sacrificed for the Savours tri-
pantry? It yields sugar and starch and umphal procession. So it always was,
oil and sago and milk and salt and wax >>o it always will be in this world— no
aud vinegar and candles. worthy triumph of any sort without the
than she really is? Y?ou say she ought
not yet to have one gray line in herhair.
The truth is the family was not always
as well off as now. The married pair
had a hard struggle at the start. Ex-
amine the tips of the forefinger and
thumb of her right hand and they will
tell you the story of the needle that was
plied day in and day out.
Yea, look at both her hands and they
will tell the story of the time when she
did her own work, her own mending
and scrubbing aud washing. Yea, look
into the face and read the story of
scarlet fevers aud croups and midnight
watchings when none but God and her-
self in that house were awake, and then
the burials and the loneliness afterward,
which was more exhausting than the
preceding watching had been, and no
one now to put to bed. How fair she
once was mid as graceful as the palm
tree, but all the branches of her strength
and beauty were long ago torn off and
thrown into the pathway of her house-
hold. Alas! that sons and daughters,
themselves so straight and graceful and
educated, should ever forget that they
are walking today over the fallen
strength of an industrious and honored
parentage. A little ashamed, are you,
at their ungrammatical utterance? It
was through their sacrifices that you
learned accuracy of speech. Do you
lose patience with them because they
are a little querulous and complaining?
I guess you have forgotten how queru-
lous and complaining when you were
getting over that whooping cough or
that intermittent fever. A little an-
noyed, are yon, because her hearing is
poor and you have to tell her some-
thing twice? She was not always hard
of hearing. When you were two years
old your first call for a drink at mid-
night woke her from a sound sleep us
quick as any one will waken at the
trumpet call of the resurrection.
as I remember now my life has for the
most pan moved on over a road soft
with green leaves. They were torn off
two palm trees that stood at the start of
the road. The prayers, the Christian ex-
ample, the good advice, the hard work
of my father and mother. How they
toiled! Their fingers were knotted with
hard work. Their foreheads were wrin-
kled with many cares. Their backs
stooped from carrying our burdens.
They long ago went into slumber
among their kindred and friends on the
banks of the Raritan, but the influences
they threw in the way of their children
are yet green as leaves the moment they
are plucked from a palm treo, and we
feel them on our brow and under onr
feet and they will strew all the way
nntil we lie dowm in the same slumber.
Self sacrifice! What a thrilling word!
Glad am I that onr world has so many
flpccimens of it. The sailor boy on ship-
board was derided because be w*onld not
light or gamble, and they called him a
coward. But when a child fell over-
board and no one else was ready to help,
the derided sailor leaped into the sea,
ind, though the waves were rough, the
uailor swimming with one arm carried
the child on the other arm till rescued
and rescuer were lifted into safety, and
the cry of coward ceased and all huz-
zaed at the scene of daring and self
sacrifice.
When, recently, Captain Burton, the
great author, died, he left a scientific
book iu manuscript, which he expected
would be his wife’s fortune. Ho often
told her so. He said, “This will make
you independent rtnd affluent after I am
gone.” He suddenly died, and it was
expected that the wife would publish
the book. One publisher told her he
could himself make out of it $100,000.
But it was a book which, though written
with pure scientific design, she felt would
do immeasurable damage to public
morals. With the two large volumes,
which had cost her husband the work of
years, she rat down on the floor before
the lire, and said to herself, “There is a
fortune for me in this book, and although
my husband wrote it with the right mo-
tive and scientific people might be helped
by it, to the vast majority of people it
would be harmful, and I know it would
damage the world.” Then she took
apart the manuscript sheet after sheet
and put it into the tire, until the lost line
was consumed. Bravo! She flung her
livelihood, her borne, her chief worldly
resources under the best moral and re-
ligious interests of the world.
HOW MUCH ARE WE WILLING TO GIVE UP?
How much are we willing to sacrifice
for others? Christ is again on the march,
not from Bethpage to Jerusalem, hut for
the conquest of the world. He will sure-
ly take it, but who will furnish the palm
brandies for the triumphant way? Self
sacrifice is the word. There is more
money paid to destroy the world than to
save it. There are, more buildings put
up to ruin the race than churches to
evangelize it. There is more depraved
literature to blast men than good litera-
ture to elevate them. Oh, for a power
to descend upon us all like that which
whelmed Charles G. Finney with mercy,
when, kneeling in his law office, and bJ-*
fore he entered upon his apostolic career
of evangelization, he said: “The Holy
Ghost descended on me in a manner
that seemed to go through lAe, body and
soul. I could feel the impression like a
wave of electricity going through and
through me. Indeed it seemed to come
iu waves and waves of liquid love. It
seemed like the breath of God. I can
recollect distinctly that it seemed to fun
me like immense wings. I wept aloud
with joy and love. These waves came
over me and over me one after another,
and, until, I recollect, I cried out, ‘I
shall die if these waves continue to pass
over me.’ I said, ‘Lord, I cannot bear
any more.’” And, when a gentleman
came into the office and said, “Mr. Fin-
ney, you are in pain?" he replied, “No,
but so happy that I cannot live.”
My hearers, the time will come when
upon the whole church of God will de-
scend such an avalanche of blessing, and
then the bringing of the world to God
will be a matter of a few years, perhaps
a few days or a few hours. Ride on, O
Christ! for the evangelization of all
nations. Thou Christ who didst ride on
the unbroken colt down the sides of
Olivet, on the white horse of eternal
victory ride through all nations, and
may we, by our prayers and our self
sacrifices and our contributions and our
consecration, throw palm branches in
the way. I clap my hands at the coming
victory. I feel this morning as did the
Israelites when on their march from
Canaan; they tame not under the shadow
Oh, my young lady, what is that uuder of 006 tree but of seventy palm
the sole of your fine shoe? It is a palm treeH* binding in an oasis among a
leaf which was torn off the tree of ma-
ternal fidelity. Y oung merchant, young
lawyer, young journalist, young me-
chanic, with good salary and fine clothes
and refined surroundings, have you for-
gotten what a time your father had that
winter, after the summer’s crops had
failed through droughts or floods or lo-
custs, and how he wore his old coat too
long and made his old hat do, that he
might keep you at school or college?
What is that, my young man. under your
fine Ixiot today, the boot that so well fits
your foot, such a boot as your father
could never afford to wear? It must lx,*
a leaf from the palm tree of your father'*
self sacrifices. Do not be ashamed of
him when he comes to town, and, be-
cause his manners are a little old fash-
ioned, try to smuggle him in and smug-
gle liim out, but call in your best friends
and take him to the house of God aud
introduce him to your pastor and say,
“This is my father." If he had kept for
himself the advantages wuich he gave
you he would be as well educated cad
dozen gushing fountains, or as the Book
puts it, “Twelve wells of water and three-
score and ten palm trees.”
Surely there are more than seventy
snch great and glorious souls present
today. Indeed it is a mighty grove of
palm trees, and 1 feel something of the
raptures which I shall feel when, our
last battle fought, and our hist burden
carried, and our last tear wept, we shall
liecome one of the multitudes St. John
describes “clothed in white robes and
palms iu their hands." Hail thou bright,
thou swift advancing, thou everlasting
Palm Sunday of the skies! Victors over
sin and sorrow and death and woe, from
the hills and valleys of the heavenly
Palestine, they have plucked the long,
broad, green leaves, aud all the ransomed
—some in gates of pearl, aud some on
battlements of amethyst, and some on
streets of gold, and some on seas of
sapphire, they shall stand in numbers
like the stars, in splendor like the morn,
waving their palms!
Oh, the |»alm! It has a variety of en- tearing down of something else. Brook- 1 as well gotten up as you. When in th« j light* are roccewf ally
dowmente such as no other growth that lyn bridge, the glory of our continent, j English parliament a member waaW.L-. j ̂  evr vLible wSTSv
eve;- rooted the earth or kissed the hear- must have two architect* prostrated , ! ing a great »peech that w.-.g unansWerr.- 1 voclii otherwise escape notice. J
I have just completed taking an inventory
and offer some of the greatest bargains ever
made. I have reduced the prices on some of
the finest patterns in the market.
BEST STOCK IN THE CITY!
MN CROCKERY5!
MY STOCK HAS NEVER BEEN BETTER.
B. steketee:
POST BLOCK.
- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL., -
The Oldest House !
The Most Reliable !









--Safest Place to Trade !
Always has what you call for!
Drug-s, Medicines, Patent Medicines,
Paints,. Oils,. Brushes,
Pure Wines, Whisky and Brandy
For medicinal use only.
^•Dealer, in Clover Seed, Tiifiothy Seed, and Oilcake Meal.
Union Shoeing and Jobbing Shop!
JAMES KOLE, Proprietor.
The above cut show* the justly celebrated
Kmnv Wagon, made by EASY WAGON
GEAR CO.. Detroit, Mich. This is the genu-
ine; do not buy of any one who will try to
argue that they We alwut the same, or “just
as good." This is second to none, and there is
no question about its being the best and
sold at moderate price. Remember you
can buy this wagon of no one else in tlds
town. Every piece and part w arranted.
Manufacturer of Wagons. Carriages, Etc.
Blaeksmithing in all its branches.
Horseshoeing a Specialty.
Prompt attention to repairing of all kinds
in wood or iron.
If you want a Buggy or Carriage, give us
a call. We do not carry these in stock,
so that we can order them for you
and turn them right over to you
at a few shillings’ profit.
JAMES KOLE.
North River St, Holland, Mich.
UNDERTAKING!
Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.
Caskets and everything necessary.
(iive me :i call if in need of such service. We will give you first-
class service at reasonable prices.
Thankful for past patronage, we respectfully solicit future favors.
«r CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTIES.^
<J. H. NIBBELINK
NINTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
KANE, The Druggist
Is the place to get your
DRUG-S
PATENT MEDICINES
Toilet Articles, School Books,
Perfumes. Stationery,
Fine Cigars, Magazines, and Papers.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.







$1 PER YEAR $1 L?£STS
IN ADVANCE.
Six Months, 50c. Three Months, 25c.
Gives the Latest News from Ottawa County
and the Eastern part of Allegan county.
Complete and Reliable Market Reports.
News from the State!
Nows from Other States !
News from All Over!






Repuirint; of all kinds. Mill and En*
nine Repairs a Specialty.
Castings In liras* and Iron.
Cor. River and Seventh Streets,
HOLLAND, MICH.
THE MOVEMENT FOR BETTER ROAD* ROADS AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.
J» II'KMII lu but IIM KB- ' *«»*» V. OujrUr froptiRM iui Kitilbltloa ODDS AND ENDS.
J. (i. HUIZINGA, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Special attention to Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.
Oilice. one door north of Meyer A Son's Mimic
More. River St, Holland, Mich. Ofllce hours,
10 to 12 A. M.: I :S0 to 4 I*. M., and evenlnirs. fun
h!m> be found ut his ofllee during the night.
H. J. CONK RIGHT
BARBER.
The Best Shaves and Hair Cuts in the
city, at the Eagle Tonsorial Parlors.
North of DeK rakers meat market,
River St., Holland, Mich.
SPLENDID MASTS!
JUICY STEAKS!
MILES OF SA USAGE!







d. C. POST, MANAGER.
If you want to buy, sell or rent a House,
Lot or Farm, call on or address us.
JOB PRINTING.
The Times’ Job Department is supplied
with new and improved presses, steam
power, new styles of type, and everything
essential to doing first-class work at reason-
able prices. Our line of work includes
Books and Pamphlets,
Letter Heads, Bill Heads
Note Heads, Statements,
Circulars, Envelopes,
Business Cards, Show Cards,
Blanks, Notes, Receipts, Etc.
Mail orders promptly attended to and sat-
isfaction guaranteed.
SPECIAL BARGAINS NOW’OFFERED
20 acres of land near the new railroad
yards and Waverly Stone Quarry;
good Farming Laud ; sure to become
valuable for platting ; offered at low
prices until arch 1st.
A NEW HOUSE on Tenth Street, Hol-
land. at low price, on monthly pay-
ments, with small payment down.
A HOUSE AND LOT on 12th street,
Holland City: centrally located.
Also, Houses, Lots, Farms, and other





Other goods at the same low rate.
H. WERKMAN
River Street, Holland, Mich.
EAGLE
truiUd In All Dlructlonu.
The movement toward highway Im-
provement has probably attained greater
proportions in Now Jersey than in any
other state of tho Union. In speaking
of it tho Now York Times says:
Tho movement for improved roads be-
gan in Union county, N. J., under the
influence of Dr. Chauncey B. Ripley, of
Westfield. Dr. Ripley has worked twen-
ty-fivo years toward the attainment of
this important project, and he is said to
have expended $100,000 in object lessons
for improved roads. Tho movement
thes begun has spread rapidly, and
Union county today bos improved roads
from Elizabeth, tho county seat, extend-
ing in all directions. Thu experiment,
if it may be so culled, has been a most
successful one, and the science of main-
taining and equipping these roads is
gradually being perfected. One of the
most significant outgrowths of the im-
proved road project is tho hearty sym-
pathy accorded it in the New Jersey
state legislature. Fortunately the friends
of tho project were enabled to secure
the enthusiastic interest of the members
of the legislature irrespective of political
influence, and being thus freed from
what so frequently embarrasses and im-
pedes legislative co-operation tbe im-
proved road project was indorsed by all
the state authorities. Governor Abbett
is one of the most hearty supporters of
the system.
The movement has by no means been
restricted to New Jersey. On the con-
trary, a widespread interest has been
developed in nearly every state in the
Union, as is evidenced by the recom-
mendations made in the animal mes-
sages of the governors of several states
advocating improved roads throughout
all parts of their commonwealths.
Governor McKinley, of Ohio, in his
message, referred to the improved road
idea as a necessary part of the benefits
that might be secured to all classes and
particularly to the fanners. Governor
Beaver, of Pennsylvania, indorsed the
project in two annual messages, as have
also Governors Abbett, Hill and Bulke-
ley.
The last and by far tbe most impor-
tant move in the direction of improved
roads is the interest manifested by the
general government. A few months
ago letters were .sent from -the depart-
ment of state to even' American consul
all over tbe globe instructing each one
to investigate the history and methods
of tbe system of roads employed in the
country in which they were si mated,
and to make a report on the subject to
the department of state. The consuls
responded-in a-way-that has given greatr
satisfaction to every friend of the im-
proved road idea. Their reports have
been carefully arranged by the depart-
ment and bound in a volume of 400
of an InatruvtlvB Kind.
In a letter to tho editor of tho Now
York Tribune, John Y. Cuylor luyis
An Important lubjcct is that of roads,
roadmaking tad maintenance. If I could
make the roads of a country, good law-
making would be sure to follow. This
free paraphrase i« intended to be imper-
sonal. There will, no doubt, be pro-
vided nn exhibition of machinery and
appliances of all sorts for use in con-
structing roadways, and for their repair
and maintenance; machinery for break-
ing stone and otherwise preparing mate-
rial required for roadmaking; steam
rollers, exca/ators, scrapers and appa-
rati and tools a-plenty, a convenient and
practical exploiting of which will bo
greatly to the advantage of the exhibitor
and of those who seek information.
Contiguous to such exhibition there
could be provided an open area, where,
within the compass of a couple of acres,
there could be arranged many exam-
ples of road construction, so varied in
detail and material as to afford, in the
most simple and comprehensible way,
information to thousands seeking knowl-
edge on the subject everywhere through-
out the country.
We would admit, if yon please, street
pavement in use in cities, as inapplica-
ble for the purpose discussed, but in all
else short stretches of roadway, showring
an open end section which would dis-
close all details, and including in one
form of constrnction or another all
classes of material— earth, gravel,
broken stone and combinations of these,
and of widths and depths intended to
meet local requirements and exigencies.
Drainage and the care of water should
be illustrated. Countless machines and
apparatus could be practically exhibited,
and here the visitor from Vermont, from
Kansas and from Texas, could in a day
get more ideas on this most valuable
feature of the public economy than town
conjmittees and supervisors absorb
during a term of office.
As a people we are only awakening to
an appreciation of the importance of a
substantial and intelligent system of
road service, and of the business end,
affecting tbe interests of all, of a proper
system of repair and maintenance.
More money is yearly wasted by igno-
rant and dishonest use in this branch of
tbe public expenditure than would,
under intelligent and honest manage-
Bees never store up honey where it la
light.
Petcrfibnrg. Ind., hasn't a vacant
house.
A good dinner brings ont all tho softer
side of a man.
Love is the axle grease that makes tho
wheels go ’round.
The first condition of a full develop-
ment of woman is health.
The population of Boston is said to in-
crease by 10,000 every year.
That half a toaspoonful of sugar gives
a fine flavor to brown gravy.
A German countess is tho cook in a
New York restaurant kitchen.
There are many things in most men’s
lives that bad best bo forgotten.
To cleanse white zephyr shawls rub
well with dry flour and hang in tho wind.
Don’t flatly refuse to pay a bill and
fondly cherish the belief that that set-
tles it.
Tolstoi’s lean and cadaverous look at-
tracted much attention while ho was in
Paris recently.
Wasps, bees and ants have social and
political organizations quite as complex
as those of men.
A procession of black ants is said to be
a presage of a funeral in all but one or
tw'o of the West Indies.
The giant Galabra, brought from
Arabia to Home during the reign of
Claudius Cirsar, was ten feet high.
The new remedy for consumptive pa-
tients, called chlophenol, is said to have
shown remarkably good results in Italian
hospitals.
A miniature model of the Brooklyn
bridge is to be built across the main
driveway in Golden Gate park. San
Francisco.
The department of public works of
New York city laid 200.148 square yards
of granite pavement and 151.103 of
asphalt last year.
Tbe metal in a five cent nickel piece
is worth about half a cent, and fifteen
cents will purchase copper ecough to
make two dollars’ worth of cents.
Au Early Arrival at Camp Creede.
The first man to arrive in camp was a
fellow of somber mein. His eyes were
deep set and restless, his cheeks hollow
raent, with ' a moderafe ' accession -at fifid -fate *Toicc--3uw-aiid-iumuliiig:'''3ut''
funds, make and maintain fair roods.
The value of continuous and intelli-
gent maintenance, tbe keeping of tbe
surface in order and tbe proper disposi-
tion of water, which is the greatest
enemy of roads, are hardly understood,
let alone practiced, Jn any of our rural
districts.
It is the experience of many engineers,
as it certainly is my own, that it rarely
happens but that fairly good roads may









Job Work of all kinds
IN METAL.
PLOW REPAIRS.
GOOD WOIi KM A NS1IJP
AND LOW PRICES.
CEO. DEMINC
Tenth Street, Holland, Mich.
/^NIBA fjoUSE
•I. X. M.\ YX'ABD, I'ltoi'niKTOH.
First-Class in Every Respect.
Rates, $1.60 per Day
that if they can impress ujwm the people
the fact that good roads pay for them-
sdveH the buttle will be won.
Why the KomU Are Dad.
The worst obstacle to the making of
good country roads is the luck of prac-
tical knowledge as to how they can he
made, not any lack of the mooqy they
will cost. A great deal of money is rained
by taxation and spent every year in
Pennsylvania for the improvement of
countiry roads, the most of which is
simply wasted. The roads are rejiaired
at the worst season of the year with the
worst material— clay out of the ditch at
tbe roadside— and this farce is refteated
year after year, with resditB that need
not be mentioned. The money that
would make one mile of good road is
spread over ten riles to make tti) ten
miles a highway of pulverized dust a
jiart of the year and a continuous quag-
mire the rest of the time.— Philadelphia
Times.
- •
usually supposed to be necessary. To
make ever}' dollar tell in construction,
and proper attention thereafter, is the
simple secret in more than enough
instances to justify it as a rule.
It may be that the project may be
deemed to be impracticable. I think
not. Possibly some such plan has al-
ready been born in the brains of the
commissioners of the fair, but no hurra
can be done in submitting through your
columns the suggestions herein con-
tained.
A Koh.I I in jiru willful Miigaciuc.
Good Roads is the name of a monthly
magazine which has just been started
under the management of tbe League
Roads Improvement bureau. Its man-
aging editor is Mr. Isaac B. Potter,
author of that excellent and valuable
pamphlet, "The Gospel of Good Roads.”
The new magazine is to be conducted
on tbe general plan followed in tins
pamphlet. It will illustrate with photo-
graphic cuts the good roads and bad
roads of tbe world, and will tell how
the latter can best be superseded by the
former. The ‘‘general aim of the maga-
zine will be to stimulate tbe interest of
the public concerning the advantages of
good roads and streets and tbe best
methods of constructing and maintain-
ing them.” Special attention will be
given to road laws and legislation, and
to supplying fanners and suburban resi-
dents with practical information as to
the best way of improving existing
roads. Tbe first number is a handsome
publication of fifty pages, containing in
full Mr. Potter’s "Gospel,” with its
striking illustrations and much other
valuable matter. Tbe price is twenty
oonts a copy, two dollars a year, and the
address is Good Roads, Potter building,
New York city. Every jierson interest-
ed in the important subject of improved
highways ought to subscribe for this
magazine, and thus help forward a
worthy and public spirited enterprise.—
New York Evening Post.
lllut* Irti KoimI til iking.
The gravelly places in the roads are
full of instruction to the road builders.
They are hard, dry and compact. That
isolated stones will sink into tbe soil by
their own weight 1ms always been well
known. Every bit of soil that is per-
mitted to intrude iteolf between the
stones uf a mad is a divider that is de-
structive to good result*. A flattened
ellijise ia the beat ahape for the fuonda-
tiuB of a durable rood; but sand and
gravid without any suggests of lotai
makes the best roadbed.
The |iennanetice uf a road depends
upon the care which is taken in uAking
the bed. Rroktm Hone is liable to be
r Ded about by heavy teams until the
rough edges are worn off, producing dust
and mud, and the road is soon full of
ruts and boles. A road made of six
ounce or egg sized stones alone will be
loose and rough. There should be small
stones mixed in W'ith them. They should
be carefully spread widely over the road
so as to give uniformity. Our system at
the present time is to have the tops of
our roads porous to let in the water, and
a loam bed into which tbe stone and
f , ; . . _____ , ,. be constructed out of material readily
pages, tomtwg ... , . . r ^ „ r . _ ,
of roads that has ever been compiled, ft J - —
may lie bad upon application at the state
department.
Among the countries that have con-
tributed chapters to this interesting
volume are Australia, the Fiji islands,
Philippine islands, Japan, Ceylon, China,
West Indies and South America.
The information obtained from these
countries consists of answers to a nnm-
ber of carefully prepared questions which
cover the subject in its most comprehen-
sive form.
It is noticeable that the roads through-
out Europe are far superior to those in
the United States; indeed, a gentleman
was heard to say yesterday that nothing
struck him so forcibly in his travels on
the continent as the superiority of the
roads. He explained that the reason for
this advanced movement is due to the
fact that the countries in which he
traveled have a civilization extending
back a thousand years, while that of the
United States embraces but a hundred.
One of the most important statements
made in the report in question is the
marked increase in the value of agri-
cultural land situated on the improved
roads. It is estimated that farm prop-
erty thus benefited increases in value
from 0 to 15 per cent., which is surely
sufficient commendation to establish the
necessity for co-operation in the move-
ment that has been started in New Jer-
sey. One frequently hears it said that
history furnishes no instance of tbe rapid
recovery of a country from disturbance
bo rapid and complete as that of France,
and the recovery in this instance is said
to be due directly to the condition of
the roods, which are in such a high state
of improvement as to place nearly all
agricultural classes within reach of the
markets, thus facilitating the transpor-
tation of farm produce and lessening
the cost of it. The good roads which
form so distinguishing a characteristic
of the French system were originally
created by Najwloon I, who planned a
most elaborate project in this direction
for the purpose of moving his army with
ease and dispatch. Najioleon III carried
oat the plans thus originated by his
uncle, and in this way there was perpetu-
ated u monument of Napoleonic sagacity
that will endure through generations.
The active workers for the jiroject of
improved roads in New' Jersey believe
he was a hustler. Within three days
after his advent he had a substantial
one story building erected on one of the
finest sites of Jim town. Across tbe front
he spread the doleful legend, "Under-
taking and Embalming on tbe Shortest
Notice.” In the windows were neatly
pniitotf car Js'setting forth that all jobs *
would be "undertaken with neatness
and dispatch.” When his store was
opened it was noticed that his voice had
lost much of its rumbling tone; that his
eyes ~ere ~ •.Tki.ctii.
j'ookea’ aa c&juga oaf mrj
slight encouragement. Old timers gath-
ered around, rubbing their hands with
satisfaction and warmly commending
his enterprise. "You’ll get rich in no
time, partner,” they declared; "just wait
till the poppers start to pop.” Cheered
by this friendly comment, be did wait.
He is waiting still.
Only one subject Las passed through
his gloomy hands, and that was tbe vic-
tim of disease and not of mining camp
sjiort. His big linen sign is getting dull ;
his inviting show’ cards have lost their
spruceuess: the w'oodpecker taps not at
all in his silent workshop, and he him-
self is getting stoopier in the shoulders
and wasting away in the innocuous des-
uetude of his favorite pursuit. The
boys no longer come around to cheer
him up. On the other hand, their eyes
are often nidified to a more hopeful sign
which adorns the cliff 800 feet above his
lugubrious head. This advertisement
sets forth that he has a rival of greater
versatility— one who undertakes to “fur-
nish everything from the cradle to the
grave,” and who is certain of some busi-
ness between these extremes of human
vicissitudes.— Crcede Cor. Chicago Her-
J’rofVMiur MvAduiuk’ DJm'ovitv.
Professor William McAdams has made
a discovery which he says will be of
much benefit to the scientific world.
While digging for relics in a small
mound about 500 yards north of the cel-
ebrated Monks’ mound in St. Clair coun-
ty, Ills., at tbe depth of eighteen feet he
found a buudle of fossilized vegetation
neatly’ tied together with a stout cord or
small rope. All were in a line state of
preservation.
Naur by were various kinds of seeds,
probably of some species of pumpkin.
Part of a corncob was also found, to-
gether with some of the grain. Earth-
enware was also found. The professor
rays these relies have been there nearly
2,000 years.— Philadelphia Ledger.
Ato Too Much ut 1C2.
Thomas Parr, who was lioru in Shrop-
shire, England, in 14#3, lived until he
killed himself from overeating in the
year 1QH5, when ha bad attained the
great age of one Mmdred and fifty-two
years. He lived in three centuries and
tilled the soil until after the end of his
one hundred and thirtieth year. King
Charles I heard of the wonderful aid man
and sent fur him to come and dine at tbe
royal umnsiaa. Parr had always*! for
152 yours at least) been used to the most
simple fare. At the king’s talie he let
his appetite get away with him and ate
so much that he dted tbe same night.—
—St. Louis Republic.
Urigbt Widow, Height Duughtor.
A rejuvenated widow in Onondaga
county said to her daughter recently
that when she, the daughter, arrived at
her mother’s age it would be time to
think of marriage. "Yes,” replied the
girl, “marriage for the second time.”
Piqued by this reply, the good lady cut
out her daughter in the good graces of, _ ,p« “itaady company* and married him
gravel sinks. But this ih an improve- herself. To obtain revenge for this un-
mentorer the past, and we may hope Motherly trick, the daughter married
for tatter method* in tbe fnt™e.-Ad. bermmL.tlo^riS^-^5
dress by J. B. Olcott.
Express.
i
. ..... ... ..... ------- - ---------------
CORRESPONDENCE.
(•(irrfKjiundfitce for thcTiinp* <o nollcltctl from
hM to» n» Mini in.Iiiu of lulertut in (Hlawn hiuI
coumlni. « rlie plulnly .. ..... . hide of
Ihe |>:i|.ci only, mid nmke the Hein* kliotl (ilve
penuniHl InlelllKence of rckldenU mnl former
( Ui/.ent., Iini noihiiiK ilUtureonble.
Send rom inuiili'KlInn* on Tne»iUy «»r Wedne*-
uH>a; 'ihunulNyM Mecoiul leller If mivthlnic lm-
iHOUnl eomek ti|. The Tlme« Roe* to oivm
IliurikUyeveninx.
HenuUr rom-NpoinliMili* «re ile»ln‘<l In I(h,«!|*
lie* not now rv|ire»enleil in our column*. For




Kivd II. I i|‘H(li'irkH, out' popular {jar
ileuor and neodmiui, isahowing eonsid
crahle enkTprihe. Thin year ho hug
had about forty thounand seed puekup n
neatly prlnUnl of the diJTorent varieties
of vojfetahlob he handles and put them
up in neat Ikixok for the retail trade.
Mr. IlendriekK is doinjr a thriving bus-
iness and is adding to it every year.
All who are in need of strictly fresh
and first class seeds will do well to see
to it that they Lr«*t seeds from him.
In the report of the election in this
township in last week's Timea, we should
have stated that there was only one
ticket in the field, which, of course,
was elected.
HEAVER DAM.
A few da vs ago a fine specimen of hu-
manity culled at the house of a former
neighbor. . who was very ill. residing
near Zeeland, for t he purpose of seem-
ing the job of auctioneering his worldly
gisKls in ease he might not see him
again before his final exit. For down-
right cheeky, brazen meanness this
takes the cake.
Farmers are all busy with their
spring work.
NOOKDKLOOS.
Miss Jacoba Rosbaeh is home, from
Grand Rapids.
A. Vogel is on the sick list.
R. Sehilleman, Sr., left for Grand
Rapids last week on a visit to Rev. and
Mrs. A. Kriekard.
The Borculo case of Zui veling vs. Van
Oort in .Justice Sehilleman’s court was
adjourned till next Monday.
Mrs. F. Heyboer is visiting at Vries-
land.
J. Van Den Barge is building a new
addition to his barn.
Hon. G. .1. Diekema and Attorney
Visseher of Holland were here Monday.
Rev. J. Groen of Zeeland preached to
a well-filled church here Sunday.
Keep your eyes open, there is money
on the other side.
— ----------
laig and his pore wife sick most n\ the
time an 1 ses to (J jriisha ses I dejK'nd
pon it tliu air trying to malino the km-
aeter ov that pore man & woman so I
sets misclf to work to find out the fucks
ov the kune so us J keep yu |K)stcd for 1
now you wood be mity intorosted. Its
trow she dus f(M>t it down to chiroh
siindy nitos and she gos hum with him
A stas over nlto so she can ther brito
and airly Monday mornin to got on the
Idler for she washes fur his folks but
when 1 present then faeks L* urn tliu sa
wall lies a minister ov the gospel and
he ort to know the bibul ses tak no thot
ov t)u* morrow etc. and aint that takin
thot for the morrow and on Sundy nlto
'J but I tels um that if they dont take
no more thot for the morrow than he
does tha wont hlrt thoirselvos. hopln
youll hear frum me agane soon 1 will
dose goodbi Jerry Jenkins wicli aint
mi rite name.
SPUING LAKE.
Fred. 1). Brown, brother of Dr. C. P.
Brown, a photographer of Hudsonville,
has located here. They reside in the
pkins’ house. Mr. Brown will nut
up a building for his studio on the Mar-
tin Walsh property on State street.
At the Democratic caucus last Satur-
day night, the following were elected
delegates to the county convention:
Hon. Them. Savidge. Martin Walsh. 1*.
A. Dewitt and Robert Convey,
While wo do not claim thatour town-
ship is democratic, but wo nevertheless
clock'd a Democratic supervisor Mr.
Knno J. Pruim.Esq. on a straight Dam-
ocratic ticket at tne late township elec-
tion. Aloys Bilz the Republican nomi-
nee was defeated by 12 votes. This is
the third time Mr. Pruim has defeated
Mr. Bilz for this office, although here-
tofore on “Citizens’ Tickets.'’
The city aldermen have appointed
Benjamin Alleeoon village marshal, al-
so us street lamp lighter, and the sala-
ries were fixed as follows: Marshal, $50:
clerk. 00 per annum; street commission,
er, $1. assessor, $1.50 per day; lamp
lighter, $20 per month.
The Hunter Savidge fire department
have sent in their resignation to take
effect April 51st. Uncomplimentarv
remarks by city officials is said to be the
cause.
The Spring Lake corresjiondcnt of
the Grand Haven Courier-Journal lias
quit Ihx lining our town. The reason is
said to be that after using the most
flowery expressions ck\. setting forth
every known rrason, our superior ad-
Slwl" mn" bl' Lyceum Opera House
Mrs. R. W. Frost ha* moved to Grand tVihh IIRKVMAN, Mannitcr
Rapids whore sli« formerly lived. Mr.
Itils^RONOAT, APRIL 18
sion Immediately.
At the McKinley rally in Providence
$12.j, 000,000 was represented by capital-
ists on the platform. Such arc the self-
sacrificing nurses of infant Industries
wlio must Ik- protected. How sud the
spectacle of those kind gentlemen hoof-
ing it to tha poor house should the tariff
be reformed. “Detroit Free Press.
ODDS AND ENDS.
Avoid impatience and fret.
Japan has 1,100 miles of railroad.
The first English clocks were made in
'.008.
No man can be a hero when his liver
is out of order.
The dragon fly can devour its own body
and the head still live.
The iwpe's episcopal golden jubilee
will be celebrated in 1893.
An entirely new race of Indians has
been discovered in Labrador.
Shaded chrysanthemums, yellow and
brown, are fashionable bridal boaqnets.
Don’t say the “Smithsonian institnte."
The name is the Smithsonian institu-
tion.
Try an extra pair of stockings ontaide
of your shoes when traveling in cold
weather.
The Burmese, Karens, Hangere and
Khans use lead and silver in bullion for
currency.
Two Eskimo boys are now studying
with the Indian boys at the Indian school
at Carlisle, Pa.
The longest railway bridge span in
America is that at Poughkeepsie, N. Y..
which is 548 feet.
If the water in which onions are boiled
is changed once or twice the vegetable is
much more healthful.
In New York city the number of mar-
riages reported in 1891 was 15,784, as
BERLIN.
Andrew T. Squier and wife of Ash-
and. Newaygo county, were in town on
business and visiting friends.
_____ Joseph Palmei'_qf_. Grand _ HayeiL .k
me guest of i tansom Doud.
Wm. H. Flower and wife of .Muir
w v in town visiting their son-in-law
.V' ’•''•dt r Burling am1 their daughter
M-v BuHle-jr.
- ! v Powers, wife of John
Powers, has b night the Whitman farm.
Consideration. $25i»i).
. _ . The executive- board ef Ottawa -and
West Kent Agricultural society will
meet at the secretary's office at Berlin,
on .Monday. April 18th, at J o'clock in
the forenoon, to complete the revision
of the premium list for the annual fair
to be held on t he 27. 28. 2!) and 30th
town attending tne regular meetimTof
the F. & A. M.
------- -- - --- 'W.., C*u
vantages for manufacturers etc., and nages u it
noting a decided raise in value of real ' against 14,992 in 1890.
estate, u full grown lot(i of an acre,
well situated inside of village limits,
recently sold for $12 (this item is not
intended to reflect on the correspond-
ent or the paper he represents).
The Fisli and Game Protective asso-
Ono consolation that shy folks car?
take unto themselves is that shyness is
certainly no sign of stupidity.
Chinese philosophers say that manners
differ every 100 li of distance, and cus-






A splendid opportunity, if you do not come
and see the fine lot of
NEW SPRING STYLES
- WE HAVE IN -
DRESS GOODS
WE CAN LEAD ALL OTHERS.
COMPRISING
32 - ARTISTS -
2 - Famous Torsi ks
2 - Marks, the Lawyers
2 - Educated Donkeys,
l - Cuban Bloodhounds
\ - Shetland Ponies - <
MAUDE SUTTON!
The YouuKCHt Tojmy on tin: Stuije.
BABY EDITH!







Admission, 25, 35, and 50 Cents.
Reserved Seats on Sale at Hrejrman'a.
Sec Magnificent Street Parade at
11:45 A. M. Monday.
Clothing, Hats, Caps, Boots, Shoes.
Strictly Fresh Eggs and first-class Butter.
AT THE GENERAL STORE OF
Notier & Ver Schure





Election is over. The entire Demo-
cratic ticket was elected. Republicans
look blue.
At this writing the wind is blowing
a gale. Fences are falling and trees
are being uprooted.
It is said our blacksmith shop is lie-
coming quite a gambling institution of
late.
Joe Farrell was at this place yester-
day. He is not looking wel 1 these days.
Several voters lost their votes by not
understanding how to mark their* bal-
lots.
John did not see her last Sunday.
Fishermen are plenty iu this commu-
nity.
Mr. James Pearsall goes north to-
morrow to work in the woods the tunn-
ing summer. Good-bye, Jim. sorry to
part with you.
Joseph Covey has a fine stock gro-
ceries on hand.
Our station agent has bought a house
and lot in town.
NEW HOLLAND.
Monday morning Markus Kuizenga
and Conrad J. .Smith left for Grand Ha-
ven te serve as jurors at the session of
the circuit court. Wednesday they re-
turned. the court being adjourned until
May 10th prox.
Minnie and Maggie Knooihuizen of
-Muskegon came home on a visit last
Saturday. Maggie intends to return
r nday, but Minnie will remain a few
weeks to recuperate in the salubrious
air of this place,
Saturday, April JO. the hoard of school
inspectors, of Olive township will meet
at the office of tiie town clerk.
Last Sunday Peter Domna of Holland
visited his brother Andrew and family.
'• he have recently arrived from Indiana.
u:?: day Jacob Mulder went to Grand
•''> to get his naturalization papers.
Rev. J. Maimi of South Olive return-
ed YYednesday after an extended visit
te the west of about five weeks. '
Last week a typographical error oc-
curred in the last item. The closing
sentence should read, "and not wander
away, instead of "and not wonder
away,"
* ruiw n  usso- , u ue iw n i t
i'rn’;:! : tr no ^ ^ “»• 1 .«• «•
dead. Four arrests with two convic- 1 , !° th? Bahnon mdu8try the Co-
ttons in Grand Haven recently testifies lamb5a nver 18 ^ to give out more
to this. Warrants are out here for t wo I wea'th than any other river in the world,
or more violations and the deputy gome ! “She that blows the coals in quarrels
warden has several cases on his memo- she has nothing to do with has no ritrht
dbptd a!. ,0 “* ! to if fly in her uL*
. . • — A French electrician has gotten up a
LAKE SHORE. device by which he can send 150 type-
Election did not worry our people "7^° words per minute over a single
very much for although we can boast of wire.
?.!!. S* eha,Tt<?r •claim®d ! The “cowcatcher” of the locomotive,
W^r'uite interfHted now a Si®^’ ^ 8ta
gravel road from the Grand Haven road
scri be/lilwral Steward ft^i^far and <'OUJuty ,,eu'oc«llu* ̂..vcuiion.
the prospect is good now for three miles ! A eonvention of 1,16 democrats of the
less of sand to drive through to reach eounl.V ef Allcguu will be held at the
the city. A meeting was appointed for Union Music Hall in the village of Al-
jr? -Yf mh fu" thc
overseer, etc. ( 1,UI l,08u ‘J selecting delegates to attend
Wanted, in this vicinity, on or before 8^a^* convention to lie held In Mus-
duly 15tli. three new threshing rigs i kegon May 4th, and for the transaction
“Ktliul spring weather and ̂  j of 6UC>> busIneaB as may regularly
poet is abroad in the land. Beware of 1 eomii before KUld convention,
him! The Times has passed safely The apportionment of delegates will
through the grip season and now if she  lie as follows:
can escape an attack of spring poetiy Allegan ............. io
till she gets through her infancy, her Casco .............. 7
future success is assured.
Earl Johnston's baby is reported
worse again— very low. ‘
WEST OLIVE.
Win. R. Frank has been visiting R.
D. Bacon this week.
Henry Schriber raised a barn 44x04
feet last Friday.
V. Cady spent a few days with friends
here last week.
Our election went against us this!




A iirst- class Upright Piano,
valued at $175, can be bought for
$100 cash. Apply at residence of
Warren Leet, two doors west of
DeKraker shoe store. 12tf
LOW GRADE ELOUR
FOR FEEDING STOCK.
$1.00 PER IOO LB. SACK.
The Walhs-De Roo Milling Co.







Cor. Klglith Had Market Streets.
I. CAFl'ON. Brest. I. M A RSI UK, Cashier.
RANTED!
Experienced girl for general
housework. Good wages paid.




























R. L. Ne wnham,
Chairman.
FOR SALE!
A roomy, well buiit house and
large lot. The whole lot can be
bought or only a portion of it.
Situated on the corner of Ninth





Deer Mr. Editor:-] qiose it is bout
‘point two you agane. this time I
shel alude too the gossupin propencitv
ov this eurmunity this dont aply to the
mu e men atul fur vu no tha air abuv
it. but al the femaif trim men belong to
that klas an air making that ther bis-
nes now tha ort 2 be makin nope and
raising garden sass. but Gsrushv she
is a xception 2 that rool fur she' just
skoarns goasups but she beret* what the
oilier {emails talk about at the sowing
societies & seek plaines & lik a duty/ull
wif she tels me and she sa vs the latest
is konsernin the pi-eecher and a little
female woman won of his floek so 2
siieek tho she lias only jined on proba-
8 bun yet. they sa she walks clean down
tu the chircb (a distance of 3 miles)
every Sunday nite & a purpus 2 rid
home with the preacher & sta al nite
and they sod tha thot it was offal for a
woman 2 hang round after a preusher
that aii' way when he halnt got onla I
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
FENNVILLE.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee. a
13 pound girl.
Mrs. Ida Buck of Mankato. Minn, is
visiting relatives here.
M. Chapman goes to Chicago this
week to open up a barber shop.' Many
of our citizens feel the loss of so eompe-
tant a nhavcr hut their best wishes ac-
company him to his new field of labor.
The report that Wm. George was in
Allegan jail was without foundation as
Mr- George lias gone to parts unknown.
Our boneless and sleepless jeweler is
soon to locate in Saugatuck. then Fenn-
vi He will be without a tinker.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gregory are in
Grand Rapids.
The FennyUle gun club organized
with J.) members and several more will
join at the next meeting.
Our hand lias received their new
base drum and now George F. Goodrich
will pound the sheep skin.
K A. Deming left for Benton Harbor
Monday.
A sunirise party was given Miss
Nellie Barker the 8th by her many
young friends and ice cream and cake
Oie/Best
A No. 1 Farm of 820 acres in a
good locality, with good neighbors.
184 dared, GO partly cleared. 7G
woodland, a fine large orchard and
.small fruits, first-class water, forty
rods to school, half mile to church,
postoffice and railway station, one
barn 40xG0. sheep shed attached
40x12. second barn 80x40, two
cattle sheds attached 40x1 G. horse
barn 18x80. wagon shed, corn crib,
and hog house 14x20. Ten-room
house. Farm up in good shape.
Large quantity of grain on the
ground and all farm tools go with
-. ~ -------  um» cunu fani1- Land is richly worth $50
time was\mjoyed^iy dinC<' Uml * ^ Per acr(‘ bul ^ he bought for con-
W. J. Hemming of Casco visited hto siderable less.
ing teTitontw^^to ̂ hiar0le m°V' 1 wil1 take Plea8ure in showing
Twenty of our young ladies took in this farm. A big deal is offered
and «urroundta“kd?(rerentI”re^^ and 8atw»ctory term* can be made.
near 12 o’clock at night and singing ' " - ---
them awake.
Mrs. .las. Deane is moving out of the
Reynolds house to Mrs. Sweet's house
where she will remain till she joins her
husband in Milwaukee.
The Fennville gun club has leased of
F. S. Raymond part of the race track
arid will hold their first shoot Saturday
afternoon. April 23rd.
.Sherman and Dickinson, the new
lumber firm are building a warehouse
REMOVED !
1 wish to notify all ray patrons and
friends that I have removed my dress-
making establishment from the place
lately occupied by me, over Notier &
VerSchure’s store, to the residence of
Clarence Hopkins, first door east of the
Ward school. Good work at reasonable
charges can lie depended upon.
MISS EDA HOPKINS.
Poultry, and Game
As the market affords.
We have recently added a Steam Meat
Cutter which enables us to produce
Sausages that are pronounced
by all who have tried them
to he the very finest.












Houses Built, Rented and Insured.
Holland City lias arrived at
that period in her history when
the solidity of her industries give
evidence of her future. The keen
observer of how and where cities
are built see in our advantageous
location, with lake navigation
and the enterprise and determina-
tion of her people, her bright
future and act accordingly.
Have you a surplus capital ?
Are you a workingman ?
Are you a young man ?
If so, you ought to begin by
investing in Holland City real es-
tate and la)- the foundation for a
home and a competence.
Invest your savings where the
J principal is sure and some day
. the Pr°fit will be great. There is
j nothing better in the line of an






D. J. Sluyter at
Wm. Brussse & Co’s.




because we show the









A second hand bicycle in good




sired by ilowliig. Jr.,
u 1* mu iron srpy, 16 IiuiiU* liiuh, 7 year* old, mid
w eiKlis 1,'joo um. 1* h home of fine action, beau-
tiful in apjiearonee, and la a natural trotter, lie
j* a faM walker and bi*e.olt*lnbenttbl»very
Important trait of character. He I* a *ure foiil
Setter, and hi* colt* are all aound, atniiirbt. and
tine appea ting.
Will make the aeanou of 1892 a* follow*:
Monday and Tuesday of each week at the barn
of hd. J. Harrington, Jr., Holland.
Wednesday and Tburaday at the barn of Fred
Miller, Monterey.
Friday and Saturday at Colman s barn. Hamil-
ton.
Faa. *•’' at time of service and *10 when colt i*
two week* old
A C. FABKIH’RKT.1 Owner and Trainer.
LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTMENT)
IN THE CITY.
1
| And sell at a very small profit.
A FULL LINE OF
RINGS, DIAMONDS
AND OTHER JEWELRY.
Our stock of Silverware we are
selling at almost cost.
If you have a watch or clock
that needs repairing we will do
it for you satisfactorily.
Otto Brepan & Son
Cor. Eighth and Market.

















A top buggy in good order.
A 30-aern farm, frame house, three!
acres of bearing apple, pear and cherry I
trees and grapevines : l.‘l acres sowed to
wheat and rye; good water. Horses. ! , t
cows, and farming utensils also offered U r' c or cusfi' A halter
for sale. Located in Allegan county. |an^ buggy-jack given with it.
one mile south of Holland. Informa- Enquire of
lion to be had of the owner. , jj WYKHUYSEN
8.1 4 CRADKS SMIT , Nll)th (,^r S„,,K '||o||,nd
